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Abstract Anthropogenic emissions and land use changes have modified atmospheric aerosol
concentrations and size distributions over time. Understanding preindustrial conditions and changes in
organic aerosol due to anthropogenic activities is important because these features (1) influence estimates of
aerosol radiative forcing and (2) can confound estimates of the historical response of climate to increases in
greenhouse gases. Secondary organic aerosol (SOA), formed in the atmosphere by oxidation of organic
gases, represents a major fraction of global submicron-sized atmospheric organic aerosol. Over the past
decade, significant advances in understanding SOA properties and formation mechanisms have occurred
through measurements, yet current climate models typically do not comprehensively include all important
processes. This review summarizes some of the important developments during the past decade in
understanding SOA formation. We highlight the importance of some processes that influence the growth
of SOA particles to sizes relevant for clouds and radiative forcing, including formation of extremely
low volatility organics in the gas phase, acid-catalyzed multiphase chemistry of isoprene epoxydiols,
particle-phase oligomerization, and physical properties such as volatility and viscosity. Several SOA
processes highlighted in this review are complex and interdependent and have nonlinear effects on the
properties, formation, and evolution of SOA. Current global models neglect this complexity and
nonlinearity and thus are less likely to accurately predict the climate forcing of SOA and project future
climate sensitivity to greenhouse gases. Efforts are also needed to rank the most influential processes and
nonlinear process-related interactions, so that these processes can be accurately represented in
atmospheric chemistry-climate models.

Plain Language Summary Secondary organic aerosol (SOA), formed in the atmosphere by
oxidation of organic gases, often represents a major fraction of global submicron-sized atmospheric
organic aerosol. Myriad processes affect SOA formation, several of which relate to interactions between
natural biogenic emissions and predominantly anthropogenic species such as SO2, NOx, sulfate, nitrate, and
ammonium. Many of these key processes are nonlinear and can be synergistic or act to compensate each
other in terms of climate forcing. Current atmospheric chemistry-climate models mostly do not treat these
processes. We highlight a number of process-level mechanisms related to the interactions between
anthropogenic and biogenic SOA precursors, for which the corresponding impacts on the radiative effects of
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SOA need to be investigated in atmospheric chemistry-climate models. Ultimately, climate models need to
capture enough important features of the chemical and dynamic evolution of SOA, in terms of both aerosol
number and aerosol mass, as a function of atmospheric variables and anthropogenic perturbations to
reasonably predict the spatial and temporal distributions of SOA. A better understanding of SOA formation
mechanisms and physical properties is needed to improve estimates of the extent to which anthropogenic
emissions and land use changes have modified global aerosol concentrations and size distributions since
preindustrial times.

1. Introduction

Small particles suspended in the atmosphere, ranging from a few nanometers to a few micrometers in size,
are an important component of the climate system. Known as aerosols, they absorb and scatter radiant
energy in the atmosphere and also affect cloud properties by providing surface for condensation of water
vapor to form liquid droplets and ice particles. When particles serve in this function, they are often called
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) or ice nuclei [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Seinfeld et al., 2016]. Changes in aero-
sol amount can thus affect the planetary energy budget directly and indirectly through changes in clouds
and cloud processes [Quaas et al., 2009; Stevens and Feingold, 2009; DeMott et al., 2010; Yun and Penner,
2012; Bond et al., 2013; Carslaw et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2013; Xie et al., 2013]. Aerosol climate forcing is the dif-
ference between the radiative fluxes of the present-day and preindustrial times due to anthropogenic
changes. The uncertainty in climate forcing is due to a combination of uncertainties in effective radiative for-
cing due to aerosol-radiation (ERFari) and aerosol-cloud (ERFaci) interactions [Boucher et al., 2013], which
depend on the differences between present-day and preindustrial aerosol abundances, life cycle, and proper-
ties. Since preindustrial global aerosol concentrations and composition are mostly unknown due to lack of
measurements, it is necessary to rely on global models to estimate the change in aerosol concentration
and composition and the associated effect on cloud radiative properties [Carslaw et al., 2013]. Aerosol
impacts on clouds and precipitation constitute some of the largest uncertainties in net climate forcing, affect-
ing our ability to understand how human activities affect our climate systems and also to project future cli-
mate change [Stevens and Feingold, 2009; Stocker et al., 2013; Seinfeld et al., 2016].

Particulate organic material, often called organic aerosol (OA), is a ubiquitous and major component of
submicron-sized atmospheric aerosol throughout the globe [Murphy et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007]. There
are two main types of OA sources. One is the direct emission of OA, known as primary OA (POA), and the
other is formed by oxidation of gas-phase organics in the atmosphere, known as secondary organic aerosol
(SOA). POA can be emitted from human activities, such as fossil fuel combustion, biofuel burning, or cooking.
The atmosphere is a large oxidative chemical reactor, where thousands of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), semivolatile and intermediate-volatility organic compounds (SIVOCs), react either during the daytime
(mainly with OH radicals and ozone (O3)) or during the nighttime with O3 and other oxidants, such as nitrate
radicals (NO3) [Robinson et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2009; Poschl et al., 2010; Kurtén et al., 2016; Ng et al., 2016;
Trostl et al., 2016]. These reactions lead, in part, to the formation of more functionalized organic products that
have lower volatility and higher solubility. Many of these oxidized product species have a high propensity to
partition to preexisting particles to form SOA or to nucleate new particles. Biogenic VOCs (BVOCs) are emitted
naturally from vegetation, and anthropogenic VOC (AVOC) and SIVOC are either emitted into the atmosphere
(typically along with POA) or formed through oxidation chemistry of BVOC and AVOC [Donahue et al., 2006;
Robinson et al., 2007; Donahue et al., 2012b]. Emissions of BVOC such as isoprene and terpenes from terrestrial
vegetation dominate the global reactive VOC source [Guenther et al., 2012]. Biomass burning can be either
anthropogenic or natural and also produces POA, VOC, and SIVOC. Reactions between particle-phase organ-
ics, or even between predominantly gas-phase organics and particle components, known as heterogeneous
chemistry, can also contribute to SOA by forming lower volatility accretion products or salts [Claeys et al.,
2004; Kalberer et al., 2004; Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Hallquist et al., 2009; Ziemann and Atkinson, 2012; Glasius
and Goldstein, 2016].

The importance of OA is reflected by measurements that suggest that OA concentrations are comparable to
sulfate aerosol throughout the Northern Hemisphere [Jimenez et al., 2009]. In addition, the contribution of
oxidized organics to submicron aerosol dominates in remote forested locations such as the Amazon
[Martin et al., 2010, 2016]. A critical connection between SOA and climate is due to the ability of SOA to
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scatter and absorb radiation and also to influence the number of CCN-sized particles, through either the
formation of new particles or the growth of preexisting particles. The ability of particles to serve as CCN
depends on both their size and composition [McFiggans et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008; Kammermann et al.,
2010; Ward et al., 2010; Mei et al., 2013a]. A recent modeling study suggested that low-volatility SOA may
be responsible for more than half the CCN in many continental locations [D’Andrea et al., 2013].

Recent laboratory and field studies have shown that highly functionalized oxidation products of terpenes
participate in the formation of nanometer-sized molecular clusters with each other and with inorganic com-
pounds such as H2SO4 and ammonia [Zhang et al., 2012; Keskinen et al., 2013; Ehn et al., 2014; Riccobono et al.,
2014; Kirkby et al., 2016; Trostl et al., 2016]. In addition, the growth of such nanometer-sized clusters to CCN
sizes (typically greater than ~80 nm diameter) is strongly driven by the condensation of very low volatility
organic compounds, i.e., by SOA formation, in many rural and remote continental settings [Riipinen et al.,
2011, 2012]. The relatively rapid growth provided by the ubiquitous condensing organic vapors can enable
the particles to survive scavenging by the larger aerosol and therefore reach the CCN sizes contributing to
the CCN budget [Kulmala et al., 1998]. This contribution of natural and anthropogenic VOC to SOA formation
that affects CCN and particle size has potentially important impacts on our understanding of ERFari and
ERFaci over time.

In most climate models, the sources of SOA are generally treated in a very simplified way, if at all [X. Liu et al.,
2012; Tsigaridis et al., 2014], which results in large uncertainties in model assessments of SOA-climate inter-
actions. Early modeling efforts at simulating SOA concentrations underpredicted measured SOA mass con-
centrations by 1–2 orders of magnitude, with the discrepancies generally increasing with photochemical
age or proxies of photochemical age such as distance from emission source [de Gouw et al., 2005; Heald
et al., 2005; Volkamer et al., 2006]. These studies motivated research that attempted to understand why mod-
els were predicting SOA concentrations so poorly. A second set of studies found unexpectedly large fractions
of modern carbon (indicating a nonfossil fuel source) in aerosol with increasingly larger modern carbon frac-
tions found downwind of urban areas [Weber et al., 2007; Schichtel et al., 2008], indicating chemical pathways
wherein anthropogenic pollution likely enhances biogenic SOA formation [Weber et al., 2007; Goldstein et al.,
2009; Carlton et al., 2010; Shilling et al., 2013], or other urban nonfossil sources of carbon such as emissions
from meat cooking and woodstoves [Hildemann et al., 1991; Schauer et al., 2001; Zotter et al., 2014; Hayes
et al., 2015]. For example, a few studies indicate that present-day anthropogenic pollution, e.g., from
combustion-related emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and reactive oxides of nitrogen (NOx), has most likely
caused an increase in the amount of biogenic SOA [e.g., Spracklen et al., 2011; Shilling et al., 2013]. Aerosol
sulfate and nitrate have increased significantly (about a factor of 2–4) since preindustrial times [Fischer
et al., 1998], and these anthropogenic combustion byproducts are shown to affect formation of SOA from
a range of VOC precursors [Liggio and Li, 2006; Surratt et al., 2007b, 2010; Kampf et al., 2013; Ehn et al.,
2014; Jokinen et al., 2015; Kurtén et al., 2015; Waxman et al., 2015; J. Liu et al., 2016; Marais et al., 2016].
However, we note that these effects of anthropogenic emissions on SOA are more complex than their current
representation in models. For example, while NOx can increase SOA due to several processes such as organo-
nitrate formation, salt-interactions (salting-in) or by increase in oxidative capacity of the atmosphere, increas-
ing NO can also suppress SOA through fragmentation reactions that formmore volatile products (sections 2.2
and 2.3). The ultimate effects of NOx on SOA budgets are not clear.

Similarly, biomass burning is another large global source of nonfossil carbon in OA that has likely changed
since preindustrial times [Andreae and Merlet, 2001; van der Werf et al., 2010; Bond et al., 2013]. However,
the biomass burning source of SOA is not well constrained in global climate models [Spracklen et al., 2011;
Tsigaridis et al., 2014; Shrivastava et al., 2015]. The majority of carbonaceous aerosol on regional to global
scales is thought to be of nonfossil fuel origin [Spracklen et al., 2011].

In addition to directly affecting the yield of low-volatility products during the gas-phase radical chemistry,
anthropogenic species like sulfate and nitrate can also alter condensed-phase processes such as
oligomerization/accretion or the formation of organosulfates [Gao et al., 2004; Dommen et al., 2006; Surratt
et al., 2007a, 2008, 2010; Hall and Johnston, 2012; Tan et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2014; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016].
Oligomerization/accretion refers to reactions that link two or more organic molecules through chemical
bonds, potentially reversibly, to form larger molecules that are less likely to evaporate back to the gas phase
or reactions that involve interactions between organics and inorganics such as organosulfate formation
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[Jang et al., 2002; Barsanti and Pankow, 2004; Gao et al., 2004; Kalberer et al., 2004; Tolocka et al., 2004; Liggio
et al., 2005; Ziemann, 2011]. This oligomerization process alters the composition of SOA, causing large
reductions of SOA particle volatility [Barsanti and Pankow, 2004, 2005, 2006; Cappa and Wilson, 2011;
Kolesar et al., 2015a; Kurtén et al., 2016]. Moreover, weakly bound sulfate complexes with biogenic
oxygenated VOC can strongly increase the effective Henry’s law coefficient of biogenic precursors,
decrease volatility [Zhang et al., 2004; Kurtén et al., 2015], and modify the rates of oligomerization and
nanoparticle growth [Wang et al., 2010]. Such nonlinear interactions between human and natural systems
could lead to even larger variations in the regional forcing of SOA as compared to the global average. On
the whole, global climate models, and even regional chemical transport models, mostly do not treat such
interactions [e.g., Carslaw et al., 2013]. These interactions could largely impact the difference between the
present-day radiative effects of SOA as compared to preindustrial times when emissions of SO2, NOx, and
other predominantly anthropogenic pollutants were lower [Martin et al., 2010].

A key goal of recent research related to SOA has therefore been to determine the mechanisms of, and the
extent to which, interactions between natural biogenic emissions and predominantly anthropogenic species
such as SO2, NOx, sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium quantitatively affect predictions of direct and indirect aero-
sol radiative forcing. Ultimately, the aim is to arrive at more accurate model treatments of how SOA particles
influence the climate using measurement-based fundamental insights. Over the past decade, many studies
have produced fundamental new insights into the formation and atmospheric evolution of SOA and the
interactions between anthropogenic and natural biogenic emissions.

Figure 1 schematically illustrates how biogenic emissions, anthropogenic-biogenic interactions, and funda-
mental properties of SOA, such as phase and volatility, affect CCN number concentrations, lifetimes of
SOA, and their climate-relevant optical and hygroscopic properties. These processes and properties affect

Figure 1. Processes governing the climatic importance of SOA. Anthropogenic and biogenic emissions could interact
through a variety of pathways that affect SOA. Fundamental SOA properties including phase and volatility affect new
particle formation, growth/evaporation, and multiphase reactive kinetics of these particles. These processes affect the
lifetime, CCN number, and optical and hygroscopic properties of SOA, relevant to aerosol-radiation and cloud radiation
interactions. These interactions affect the sensitivity of climate systems to greenhouse gases.
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aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions that also affect understanding of the sensitivity of climate
systems to greenhouse gases.

This review covers the following main themes, based on the some of the latest advances in scientific under-
standing of the processes governing the SOA life cycle: (1) biogenic emissions and SOA formation, (2) role of
low-volatility and extremely low volatility organics in SOA, (3) role of particle-phase state on size evolution of
SOA and CCN, (4) biomass burning SOA, (5) laboratory systems for SOA formation, (6) SOA interactions with
clouds, (7) optical properties of SOA and radiative forcing, and (8) implications for global climate forcing.

A recently published report from the National Academies of Sciences provided broad atmospheric chemistry
research priorities for the future [National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2016]. Several of
the topics listed above were also included among a range of aerosol-related topics mentioned in that report.
The present effort is much more selective and focuses on biogenic SOA and mechanisms related to anthro-
pogenic interactions with biogenic SOA. We note that although anthropogenic SOA formation is also impor-
tant, especially if low-volatility anthropogenic SOA precursors are considered [Hallquist et al., 2009; Jathar
et al., 2014; Gentner et al., 2017], discussions on anthropogenic SOA are beyond the scope of this work.
However, we have included a short discussion of key issues related to biomass burning SOA, since very
few global models include this source, and it is potentially of great importance to global OA budgets. We also
largely focus on chemistry related to SOA formation. Topics related to particle-phase photolysis and hetero-
geneous oxidation are not included. However, we discuss particle-phase aging chemistry in the context of
oligomerization, which is generally accepted to be a condensed-phase process after aerosol formation. We
also discuss how aerosol processes affect fundamental physical properties of SOA, i.e., volatility and viscosity.
Both volatility and viscosity are key properties that affect SOA loadings, number concentrations, and lifetime.
The ultimate goal is to identify mechanisms that could be most influential in affecting the abundance and
size evolution of SOA and its properties and to incorporate these processes in climate models in order to
assess their regional and global impacts.

2. Biogenic Emissions and SOA Formation

Direct BVOC emissions from vegetation and from combustion of vegetation (biomass burning) are two of the
major sources of nonfossil carbon in atmospheric OA [Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Guenther et al., 2006; van der
Werf et al., 2010; Guenther et al., 2012; Yokelson et al., 2013]. The emissions from both these sources undergo
complex chemical transformation pathways in the atmosphere, which result in formation of SOA. In this sec-
tion, we review some of the latest advances on biogenic VOC emissions and their oxidation pathways leading
to SOA formation and also identify critical gaps that need to be addressed in future studies.

2.1. Biogenic VOC
2.1.1. Emissions
Isoprene and other reactive BVOC are the dominant VOC emitted on a global basis [Guenther et al., 2006,
2012]. Uncertainties in BVOC emission estimates contribute to the overall uncertainties associated with
model predictions of SOA production rates [Warneke et al., 2010; Kaser et al., 2015]. The short lifetimes
(~1.5 h or less) and the large temporal and spatial variability in emission strength can result in BVOC concen-
trations varying by an order of magnitude over a distance of few kilometers. Therefore, it is necessary to
accurately characterize the regional variability in BVOC emissions to determine the amount of BVOC available
for SOA production at a given location and time.

In addition to challenges in estimating emissions, there are uncertainties in the fraction of emitted BVOC that
is transformed to SOA. Kaser et al. [2015] have recently shown that in addition to uncertainties in atmospheric
chemistry schemes, the limited spatial resolution of models masks the true spatial covariability and spatial
segregation of BVOC and atmospheric oxidants, which can result in up to 30% overestimation of isoprene oxi-
dation rates. Figure 2 depicts this process where two different air parcels over heterogeneous landscapes
(cropland versus mixed oak forests) that are separated by a distance of just a few kilometers have very differ-
ent concentrations of OH radicals and isoprene: one with high OH and low isoprene and the other with low
OH and high isoprene. Net isoprene oxidation in the region is consequently slowed as a result of limiting the
mixing of high-OH air parcels with high isoprene air parcels. In comparison, most climate models with much
coarser grid spacing assume that OH and isoprene are well mixed. Thus, subgrid-scale heterogeneities in
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landscapes and associated mixing
and chemistry processes may be
very different than what is cur-
rently represented in climate
model simulations.

BVOC emissions are also highly
sensitive to environmental condi-
tions, especially temperature, solar
radiation, and land cover, including
vegetation type and amount. The
development of an airborne tech-
nique for high spatial resolution
(~2 km) measurements of isoprene
fluxes using eddy covariance tech-
niques has extended capabilities
for quantifying regional variations
of isoprene fluxes and enabled
evaluation of emission variations
in regional models [Karl et al.,
2013; Misztal et al., 2016]. In addi-
tion to uncertainties in emissions,
the deposition sinks of biogenic
VOC and their oxidation products
also have to be carefully evaluated
[Hodzic et al., 2013; Knote et al.,
2014a]. Newmodeling approaches,

which include better integration with the ecophysiological representations in land-atmosphere models, have
the potential to reduce emission and deposition uncertainties of isoprene and other BVOC. This must be
accompanied by long-term, canopy-scale measurements of emission response to environmental drivers
and large-scale measurements of speciated BVOC (e.g., aircraft flux measurements) to afford parameteriza-
tion of these emissions as a function of vegetation type and land use.

Among the several BVOC emissions, isoprene is the most abundant and is emitted to the atmosphere by ter-
restrial vegetation at globally integrated rates that are factors of 5 larger by carbon mass than any other reac-
tive hydrocarbon [Guenther et al., 2006, 2012]. Owing to the abundance of isoprene in many forested regions
and its rapid reaction with OH (its lifetime is ~1.5 h for [OH] ~1 × 106 cm�3 [Atkinson, 1997]), it occupies a
prominent position in tropospheric chemistry and its oxidation mechanism is of critical importance to under-
standing the VOC budget of the troposphere and SOA formation. Here we review how an understanding of
the role of isoprene in SOA formation has evolved over the past decade.
2.1.2. Isoprene SOA Chemistry
Like many hydrocarbons, the primary fate of isoprene in the atmosphere is reaction with the OH radical, with
less important pathways including reaction with ozone and NO3 radicals. Reactions of isoprene proceed
through multiple generations of chemistry similar to other VOC. In order to provide perspectives on how
our understanding of isoprene oxidation products has evolved, this review first describes previous historical
work in terms of the role of isoprene in SOA formation, followed by descriptions of first-generation and
second- and higher-generation oxidation products of isoprene. Also, it has long been understood that NOx

plays a critical role in governing SOA yields and these yields may either increase or decrease as NOx increases
depending on the concentration and structure of SOA precursor VOC [Pandis et al., 1991; Kroll et al., 2005a;
Presto et al., 2005a; Song et al., 2005; Ng et al., 2007b; Nguyen et al., 2011a; Loza et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2014].
In most polluted regions of the world, NOx is mainly anthropogenic in origin. In forested regions of central
Amazonia and Southeast Asia, for example, the contribution of soil-emitted NOx could be significant
[Bakwin et al., 1990; Garcia-Montiel et al., 2001; Hewitt et al., 2009]. Similarly, sulfate also affects formation
of SOA from isoprene [Surratt et al., 2006, 2007b, 2010]. This study also discusses the role of anthropogenic
species like sulfate and NOx in isoprene chemistry based on recent measurements.

Figure 2. Segregation of isoprene and OH in the boundary layer above a
heterogeneous landscape (e.g., cropland and mixed oak forest) can effec-
tively lower OH reaction rates by limiting the ability of OH to come in contact
with isoprene. In contrast, climate models assume that OH and isoprene are
well mixed within a grid cell.
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2.1.2.1. Overview
Atmospheric isoprene oxidation was studied in an outdoor chamber as early as 1982 [Kamens et al., 1982].
In outdoor chamber studies, Pandis et al. [1991] measured particle formation from isoprene oxidation at
carbon yields <0.8% over a range of isoprene mixing ratios of 40 to 10,000 ppb and at NO mixing ratios
ranging from 47 to 860 ppb. The experiments were carried out with either few or no seed particles at a
temperature of ~304°K. The lack of significant SOA formation was attributed to the high volatility of iso-
prene oxidation products. In 2004, however, unique oxidation products of isoprene, methyltetrols, were
detected in Amazonian aerosol [Claeys et al., 2004]. The identification of these aerosol-phase tracers for
isoprene reignited interest in laboratory chamber studies aimed at understanding the mechanism of
formation and yield of SOA from isoprene oxidation [Kroll et al., 2005a; Wang et al., 2005; Dommen
et al., 2006; Kroll et al., 2006; Ng et al., 2006; Surratt et al., 2006, 2007b; Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008;
Surratt et al., 2008; Paulot et al., 2009a, 2009b; King et al., 2010; Nguyen et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011;
Nguyen et al., 2011a, 2012a; Bregonzio-Rozier et al., 2015]. It became understood that the conditions of
the early outdoor chamber studies were not conducive to isoprene SOA formation. This was due to several
potential reasons in those early measurements: high NO levels, the relatively high temperature, lower OH
concentrations resulting in slower oxidation chemistry, and the low concentrations of seed aerosol. In
addition, the latter two reasons both contribute to larger gas-phase wall loss. Over the decade since the
Claeys et al. [2004] paper, much has been learned about the mechanism of SOA formation from isoprene
under both high- and low-NO conditions, although much remains to be done. Chamber studies suggest
that isoprene SOA yields are significant and that they vary depending on the fate of intermediate radical
species, particularly peroxy radicals [Kroll et al., 2005a, 2006; A. Chan et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Xu et al.,
2014, 2015b]. Reaction products of isoprene are created through several successive generations of iso-
prene oxidation pathways, as described below.

Figure 3 presents a simplified reaction schematic showing some of the important isoprene oxidation
pathways initiated by OH radicals. After addition of the OH radical to one of the two double bonds, the hydro-
xyalkyl radical of isoprene reacts with molecular oxygen to form an organic peroxy radical (ISOPO2). The fate
of the ISOPO2 radical depends largely on the NOx concentration, though, in general, these first-generation
reaction products are themselves too volatile to partition to the condensed phase in the absence of further
reaction. In high NOx environments, reaction with NO forms an alkoxy radical, which likely fragments to form

Figure 3. Fate of isoprene RO2 radicals (ISOPO2) depicting different chemical pathways that depend on the NOx, HOx, and RO2 regimes. Several pathways lead to
SOA formation, but the particle loading/composition differs greatly between different regimes and also depends on acidic/nonacidic seeds. Other pathways to
SOA formation at low NOx/high HOx from isoprene that are not shown arise from multiphase chemistry of glyoxal [Knote et al., 2014b], ISOPOOH, and formation of
other species such as organic hydroperoxides [Krechmer et al., 2015; J. Liu et al., 2016].
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higher volatility products, including methacrolein (MACR) and methylvinyl ketone (MVK), and/or isomerizes
to form hydroxycarbonyl isomers [Atkinson et al., 1989; Tuazon and Atkinson, 1990; Paulson and Seinfeld,
1992; Miyoshi et al., 1994; Kwok et al., 1995; Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Carlton et al., 2009; Bates et al., 2016]. A
minor (about 7% yield) fraction of ISOPO2/NO reactions produce hydroxy nitrate isomer species, but these
reactions are potentially important to SOA formation [Tuazon and Atkinson, 1990; Patchen et al., 2007;
Lockwood et al., 2010]. When NOx concentrations are sufficiently low, isoprene oxidation proceeds primarily
by a pathway in which the ISOPO2 radical may react with a hydroperoxyl radical (HO2), other organic peroxy
(RO2) radicals, or undergo isomerization reactions. Reaction of the ISOPO2 radical with HO2 leads to the for-
mation of a family of isoprene hydroxyl hydroperoxides (denoted ISOPOOH) in molar yields exceeding 70%
[Paulot et al., 2009b; Y. J. Liu et al., 2013; Bates et al., 2014]. Reactions of ISOPO2 with other RO2 radicals are
less well understood but likely produce carbonyl and functionalized carbonyl products and hydroxylated
products [Ruppert and Becker, 2000]. In pristine regions where lifetimes of ISOPO2 radicals are long, unimo-
lecular isomerization reactions produce hydroperoxyaldehydes (HPALDs) [Crounse et al., 2011; Peeters and
Nguyen, 2012; Crounse et al., 2013; Bates et al., 2014; Peeters et al., 2014]. In general, different RO2 radicals
can also undergo unimolecular reactions to compete with the RO2+NO channel, though the kinetics of this
channel are highly uncertain [Peeters et al., 2009; Da Silva et al., 2010; Stavrakou et al., 2010; Crounse et al.,
2011; Berndt, 2012; Orlando and Tyndall, 2012; Wolfe et al., 2012; Ziemann and Atkinson, 2012; Fuchs et al.,
2013]. Also, the second- and higher-generation oxidation products of isoprene are more likely to partition
to the condensed phase than first-generation products [Carlton et al., 2009]. The following sections discuss
some of the important advances in isoprene multiphase chemistry relevant to SOA formation (as illustrated
in Figure 3).
2.1.2.2. Advances in Multiphase Chemistry of Isoprene Epoxydiols
ISOPOOH reacts further by OH addition and isomerization to form isoprene epoxydiols (IEPOX) in molar
yields exceeding 75% [Paulot et al., 2009b] under low-NOx conditions. Subsequent multiphase chemistry
of IEPOX in the presence of aqueous acidic particle seeds results in SOA formation. The high water solubility
and reactivity of IEPOX are conducive to partitioning into the aerosol phase and subsequent transformation
into lower volatility and/or higher solubility products such as organosulfates, 2-methyltetrols, and oligomers
thereof, which can contribute significantly to ambient SOA [Surratt et al., 2007b, 2008; Paulot et al., 2009a;
Surratt et al., 2010]. The finding of significant IEPOX production from ISOPOOH [Paulot et al., 2009b] there-
fore validated the existence of IEPOX (first proposed by Claeys and coworkers) as a reactive intermediate
that could explain the formation of 2-methyltetrols, C5-alkene triols, and dimers observed in the Amazon
in ambient aerosol influenced by isoprene [Wang et al., 2005; Surratt et al., 2006]. The importance of the
IEPOX-SOA pathway has been demonstrated repeatedly in field measurements using both a suite of mole-
cular tracers [Wang et al., 2005; Surratt et al., 2008; Froyd et al., 2010; Surratt et al., 2010; Y. H. Lin et al., 2012,
2013a, 2014; Budisulistiorini et al., 2015; Liao et al., 2015; Rattanavaraha et al., 2016] and aerosol mass spectral
analyses [Robinson et al., 2011; Budisulistiorini et al., 2013; Allan et al., 2014; Y. H. Lin et al., 2014; Nguyen et al.,
2014a]. Field measurements also demonstrate that IEPOX-SOA components indicated by 2-methyl tetrols
and C5 alkene triols comprise a substantial fraction of total OA mass (8–15% with maximum contributions
of up to 35%) in two distinct regions: the southeastern United States and the Amazon [Isaacman-
VanWertz et al., 2016]. Based on positive matrix factorization (PMF) analysis of aerosol mass spectrometry
(AMS) data, an “IEPOX-SOA factor,” which is considered to be a surrogate for isoprene SOA through IEPOX
uptake, has been identified at multiple sampling sites, including the Amazon Basin, southeastern United
States, and boreal forests, as indicated in Figure 4 [Robinson et al., 2011; Slowik et al., 2011; Budisulistiorini
et al., 2013, 2015; Chen et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015b, 2015a; Budisulistiorini et al., 2016;
Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016].

Recent laboratory studies have provided important mechanistic constraints of IEPOX reactive uptake to
particles and SOA formation while also raising some new questions. The kinetics of IEPOX reactive uptake
influences the IEPOX lifetime and thus its spatial distribution, as well as the rate of SOA formation, depending
mainly on the solubility of IEPOX (determined by an effective Henry’s law coefficient H*) and its condensed-
phase reactivity [Eddingsaas et al., 2010; Gaston et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2016]. The concentration of aqueous-
phase species (i.e., H+, SO4

2�, HSO4
�) and aerosol water can also govern the solubility of organic compounds

by the so-called Setschenow salting effects on the Henry’s law coefficient and thus modulate the multiphase
mass transfer rate of IEPOX [Waxman et al., 2015].
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These salting effects depend on the organic compound, the inorganic ions in solution, and other factors and
modulate the multiphase mass transfer and reaction rates of IEPOX and other water soluble species [Waxman
et al., 2015]. We briefly review the Setschenow salting effects in the following paragraph.

Salting effects have been known since the late nineteenth century [Setschenow, 1889], but they remain poorly
understood mechanistically and are not well characterized at high salt concentrations characteristic of atmo-
spheric aerosol. Inorganic ionic species, in particular sulfate (SO4

2�), and also nitrate (NO3
�) and chloride

(Cl�) in aqueous solutions, are most widely known as causes for “salting-out” [C. Wang et al., 2014; Wania
et al., 2014]. However, a “salting-in” effect, i.e., the exponential increase in the partitioning behavior at increas-
ing salt concentration, can be observed for very polar compounds [Almeida et al., 1983; Kroll et al., 2005b;
Kampf et al., 2013]. At the molecular level salting-in has been assigned to the formation of sulfate complexes
that can displace water molecules from the hydration shell of sulfate ions [Kurten et al., 2015]. Salting effects
add a multiplicative factor (activity coefficient) that modify H (dilute conditions) to an effective Henry’s law
coefficient, Heff, i.e., activity factor ~1/700 in the case of glyoxal (with ammonium sulfate at 50% relative
humidity (RH)) and ~150 for methylglyoxal [Waxman et al., 2015]. Kinetic limitations in mass transfer into
the aerosol bulk have been observed at RH of up to ~63% (corresponding to the solubility limit of ammonium
sulfate [Kampf et al., 2013]), in mixed SOA systems [Nakao et al., 2012] and in the presence of coatings
[Galloway et al., 2011]. On the other hand, no kinetic limitation was observed for mixed inorganic/organic
seed particles at 50% RH [Kampf et al., 2013]. Moreover, salting effects due to interfacial water can trigger
rapid growth [Trainic et al., 2012] even of nanoparticles [Wang et al., 2010]. Thus, the activity of salts is com-
plex, modifies the Henry’s law coefficients, and influences multiphase reaction rates. These salting effects are
currently not included in most atmospheric models.

Among other factors (such as salting effects), aqueous particle-phase components are also subject to varia-
tions in ammonia [Kuwata et al., 2015], RH, and temperature. The aqueous-phase reactivity is driven by acid-
ity, [H+], which catalyzes the epoxide ring opening that promotes nucleophilic attack by H2O, SO4

2�, HSO4
�,

NO3
�, etc., to form lower volatility products [Eddingsaas et al., 2010; Gaston et al., 2014]. Gaston et al. [2014]

showed that the net uptake rate was controlled by acidity of aqueous ammonium bisulfate particles by

Figure 4. IEPOX-SOA fractions of OA in various studies around the world from Figure 1 in Hu et al. [2015].
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varying the RH from 30 to 75%. Increasing liquid water and/or decreasing sulfate anion concentrations (at
high RH) only led to a decrease in the net uptake rate.

If reactive uptake kinetics are relatively fast, the particle size evolution will be surface area controlled, whereas
with slower reactive uptake the size evolution is limited by the compound solubility, as measured, for exam-
ple, by its effective Henry’s law constant H*, and is volume controlled. If the uptake process is surface area
controlled, the size distribution will narrow to a greater extent during growth than if the uptake is volume
controlled [Shiraiwa et al., 2013b; Zaveri et al., 2014]. Based on the epoxide ring-opening kinetics measured
or inferred by Eddingsaas et al. [2010] and Gaston et al. [2014], IEPOX reactive uptake should be volume
controlled. A recent study by Riva et al. [2016b] utilized single-particle mass spectrometry and directly
demonstrated that IEPOX uptake by pure ammonium bisulfate and ammonium sulfate particles is a
volume-controlled process. Volume-controlled IEPOX uptake by pure sulfate particles results in particles with
uniform concentration of IEPOX-derived SOA across a wide range of sizes, as shown by Riva et al. [2016b]. One
challenge to incorporating IEPOX reactive uptake into models is that the presence of organic coatings may
also affect the kinetics. Gaston et al. [2014] reported that ammonium bisulfate particles mixed with polyethy-
lene glycol, a surrogate for highly oxygenated SOA, exhibit lower IEPOX uptake coefficients compared to that
for pure ammonium bisulfate particles. Similarly, Riva et al. [2016b] showed that uptake of IEPOX on ammo-
nium bisulfate particles coated with α-pinene SOA is significantly lower than IEPOX uptake by pure ammo-
nium bisulfate particles and is correlated with α-pinene SOA mass fraction. Moreover, Riva et al. [2016b]
demonstrated that the fraction of IEPOX-SOA strongly depends on particle size: larger particles, which have
higher ammonium bisulfate content, were shown to acquire higher fraction of IEPOX-SOA. These results are
in a good agreement with recent reports of a strong size dependence of the IEPOX-SOA fraction in ambient
particles in both the SE U.S. and the Amazon [Hu et al., 2016], with larger fractions of IEPOX-SOA for larger
particles that have a higher inorganic content. These observations also point to a possible self-limiting path-
way in the formation of IEPOX-SOA, wherein as more IEPOX-SOA forms, further uptake of IEPOX is hindered
by the growth of an organic coating.

While SOA formation is a complex multiphase process involving gas-phase oxidation chemistry, gas-to-
particle conversion, and particle-phase chemistry, the traditional measure of overall SOA formation from a
parent VOC is the SOA yield. Recent laboratory work has determined that the IEPOX-SOA mass yield from
the reactive uptake of IEPOX may be <15% [Riedel et al., 2015]. This work combined constraints on the reac-
tive uptake rate of IEPOX with the observed mass growth of particles. Moreover, this finding can potentially
reconcile the large IEPOX reaction probabilities measured on particles relative to those needed in models to
reproduce the abundance of IEPOX-SOA tracers measured in the atmosphere. The production rate of IEPOX-
SOA will be the multiplicative product of a reaction probability for IEPOX and yield describing the fraction of
that uptake that results in SOA mass. Consistent with this notion, Y. J. Liu et al. [2016] recently showed that
even as isoprene oxidation products are taken up into particles, a fraction of the condensed-phase reaction
products can be released back to the gas phase. Indeed, C5-tetrol, a dominant reaction product of isoprene
SOA, has a volatility and likely solubility that would drive significant repartitioning to the gas phase under
typical ambient aerosol mass concentrations.

Measurements using the semivolatile thermal desorption aerosol gas chromatograph (SV-TAG) [Isaacman
et al., 2014] during the Green Ocean Amazon, GoAmazon 2014/5 field campaign [Martin et al., 2016], showed
that a major fraction of methyltetrols and alkene-triols (the most commonly detected molecular tracers of
IEPOX-SOA) reside in the particle phase, somewhat unexpectedly based on their estimated volatility
[Isaacman-VanWertz et al., 2016]. Both laboratory and field measurements using the Filter Inlet for Gases
and Aerosols (FIGAERO) coupled to a high-resolution, time-of-flight chemical ionization mass spectrometer
(HR-ToF-CIMS) instrument have shown that tetrols and triols/furan diols thermally desorb from particles as
if they have orders-of-magnitude-lower volatilities than their pure-component saturation vapor concentra-
tions [Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016], as illustrated in Figure 3. Similar results examining the AMS PMF factor have
been obtained in the southeastern United States and the Amazon using a thermal denuder-aerosol mass
spectrometer (TD-AMS) coupling [Hu et al., 2016]. Thus, IEPOX-SOA appears to be mostly low-volatility mate-
rial, even though the measured molecular species comprising 85% of IEPOX-SOA [Hu et al., 2015] (such as
triols and tetrols) are semivolatile. Lopez-Hilfiker et al. [2016] suggest that the reason for this behavior is that
IEPOX-SOA components exist in the form of low-volatility accretion products or inorganic-organic adducts,
such as organosulfates, that undergo decomposition into the various tracers in thermal desorption-based
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methods or in any offline analyses that require heating of the sample [Tobias and Ziemann, 2000], e.g., to
promote derivatization. Isaacman-VanWertz et al. [2016] came to similar conclusions but demonstrated that
thermal decomposition of organosulfates specifically provided negligible contributions to measured mass
(<5% conversion to analogous species). Oligomers from IEPOX-SOA have also been observed in ambient
aerosol in the southeastern United States [Y. H. Lin et al., 2014]. Such oligomers or adducts affect the volatility
and evaporation characteristics of IEPOX-SOA. Amodel relying on gas-particle partitioning and assuming that
IEPOX-SOA was mostly composed of tetrols and triols/furan diols would thus be unlikely to accurately simu-
late IEPOX-SOA abundance and distributions.

Based on the above developments, the IEPOX source of SOA is likely well suited for incorporation into
regional/global chemistry-climate models. The gas-phase chemistry to adequately represent IEPOX forma-
tion can be reasonably simplified, and gas-particle reactive uptake can be efficiently calculated as it is in many
global chemistry-transport models. Moreover, as indicated in Figure 4, there is now a wealth of field observa-
tions of IEPOX-derived SOA from a range of environments that can be used as constraints.
2.1.2.3. Future Work in Multiphase Chemistry of IEPOX-SOA
While the correlation of IEPOX-SOA and sulfate and the role of other particle properties might vary with
location and season [Surratt et al., 2010; Pye et al., 2013], it can be used to connect trends in anthropogenic
sulfate and IEPOX-SOA over time in a quantitative way. For example, a 1 μg/m3 decrease in sulfate can lead to
a 0.2–0.42 μg/m3 decrease in isoprene SOA [Xu et al., 2015b; Blanchard et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016].
Comparison of multiyear chemistry-climate models to such data taken from around the Northern
Hemisphere and the tropics would enable us to gain insights into the variability of the anthropogenic-
biogenic interactions and parameterize such effects based on the characteristics of different regions (e.g.,
pH, water content, and sulfate concentrations), so as to quantify an anthropogenic aerosol climate forcing
via IEPOX.

In addition to advancing implementation into models, additional mechanistic and product studies of IEPOX
multiphase chemistry are needed. We note that literature H* values for IEPOX uptake span 2 orders of mag-
nitude [M. N. Chan et al., 2010; Eddingsaas et al., 2010; Pye et al., 2013; Gaston et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2014a;
Budisulistiorini et al., 2015]. Also, measurements of Setschenow salting constants (KS ) are particularly scarce.
There is a critical lack of experimental data for H* and KS of IEPOX, and ISOPOOH in atmospherically relevant
inorganic aerosol components, which are needed to establish efficient parameterizations of IEPOX-SOA in
atmospheric models [Waxman et al., 2015]. Laboratory chamber experiments are also needed to better con-
strain and evaluate the opposing effects of particle water on IEPOX-SOA formation [Xu et al., 2015b, 2016]. As
noted above, Gaston et al. [2014] found that variations in RH between 30 and 70% changed the IEPOX reac-
tive uptake coefficient by a factor of 2, likely due to associated changes in acidity. Not investigated, though,
was the associated competition between sulfate and water as nucleophiles, which would affect the conse-
quent distribution of products, as in Riva et al. [2016b], and the SOA volatility.

Sulfate, particle water, and particle acidity could have convoluted interactions in the atmosphere, affecting
IEPOX-SOA formation [Xu et al., 2015b, 2016]. For example, it was shown that the AMS IEPOX-SOA PMF factor
is strongly correlated with sulfate but not with particle water and acidity [Xu et al., 2015b]. The lack of correla-
tion between IEPOX-SOA and acidity could arise from persistence of low particle pH (hence, acidity is not lim-
iting) and/or change of particle pH during atmospheric transport [Budisulistiorini et al., 2013, 2015; Guo et al.,
2015; Xu et al., 2016]. The lack of correlation between IEPOX-SOA and water may be due to compensating
effects between increase of particle surface area with particle water and decrease in aqueous-phase reactions
due to dilution by particle water. Recently, rapid formation of isoprene SOA via IEPOX uptake has also been
observed downwind of power plant plumes, where sulfate enhances IEPOX-SOA formation due to both
enhanced particle surface area and particle acidity [Xu et al., 2016].

There may well be other effects of changing RH, as in other systems [Volkamer et al., 2009; Kampf et al., 2013]
such as glyoxal related to changes in particle composition, phase, morphology, or viscosity. Whether changes
in the uptake rate and associated IEPOX-SOA properties would have spatial gradients similar to model pre-
dictions of glyoxal-SOA between the western and southeastern U.S. [Knote et al., 2014b] will ultimately need
to be assessed.

While a robust mechanistic understanding of the competing effects of sulfate, water, and acidity on IEPOX-
SOA formation is developing, an expanded set of laboratory measurements at RH exceeding 70% could
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help improve model parameterizations. Eddingsaas et al. [2010], owing to the lack of data, assumed that
sulfate has the same nucleophilic strength as nitrate, an assumption that affects the calculated reaction con-
stants between IEPOX, acid, and nucleophiles. Accurate measurements of the reaction rates coefficients
between IEPOX, acids, and possible nucleophiles (H2O, HSO4

�, NO3
�, organics, etc.) in aqueous, acidic aero-

sol relevant to the atmosphere are imperative. The uncertainties in these parameters including H* highly limit
the ability to predict the reactive uptake rate of IEPOX in the atmosphere, as demonstrated in Xu et al. [2016].
Further, there remains a limited understanding of IEPOX-SOA formation in mixed organic-inorganic particles,
such as inorganics coated with SOA as discussed above [Gaston et al., 2014; Riva et al., 2016b]. Future models
will ultimately need to account for this complex dependence of IEPOX uptake kinetics on mixed organic-
inorganic particles.
2.1.2.4. Other Low-NOx SOA Pathways From Isoprene
The previous section discussed reactions of IEPOX, which in terms of molar yield is the major product formed
from oxidation of ISOPOOH. However, recent studies have shown that ISOPOOH reaction products with smal-
ler molar yield may also be important sources of SOA mass if their oxidation products efficiently partition to
the particle phase [St. Clair et al., 2016]. Oxidation of ISOPOOH can also produce a peroxy radical, which can
subsequently react with HO2 or NOx to produce semivolatility and low-volatility products that partition to the
condensed phase. Several studies have shown that SOA could form from low-NOx (RO2+HO2 dominant)
isoprene photooxidation under dry conditions where IEPOX reactions were suppressed and that organic per-
oxides were a significant fraction of the OA [Kroll et al., 2006; Surratt et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2014]. Later studies
explored the chemistry in more detail. Krechmer et al. [2015] measured the molecular composition and con-
centrations of gas-phase oxidation products of an ISOPOOH standard using the Nitrate Ion CIMS instrument
and formation of SOA with an AMS instrument. They estimated the SOA mass yield from the reaction of
ISOPOOH with OH in the absence of seed particles as 4%, mainly due to formation of LVOC. J. Liu et al.
[2016] measured SOA mass yields from isoprene photochemical oxidation of up to 15% under conditions
where the RO2 reacted primarily with HO2. They also observed a dependence of the SOA yield on the relative
amounts of isoprene and H2O2 (a proxy for HO2 level), suggesting the potential for chamber radical condi-
tions to strongly impact isoprene SOA yields even at low NO and low RO2. Moreover, the higher SOA yields
found by J. Liu et al. [2016] compared to Krechmer et al. [2015] suggests that semivolatile products from iso-
prene oxidation not passing through the ISOPOOH pathway may also contribute significantly to SOA mass
formation through unresolved mechanisms. Using the FIGAERO CIMS instrument, they measured the mole-
cular composition of both the gas and particle phases and identified a highly oxygenated compound,
C5H12O6, as the largest contributor to the condensed-phase mass. Both studies proposed that LVOC com-
pounds produced from oxidation of ISOPOOH in the presence of HO2 are potentially important higher-
generation isoprene SOA components. In addition, Riva et al. [2016b] measured similar LVOC compounds
in isoprene-derived SOA and showed that they may well undergo condensed-phase chemistry that further
alters the ultimate yield and volatility of the SOA formed initially. Similarly, low-NOx non-IEPOX pathways
were also suggested to contribute to SOA mass in southeastern United States [Riva et al., 2016c].

Further experiments on the product distribution as a function of oxidation conditions and of aging time
scales are warranted. Later generation steps leading to formation of small molecular products such as
HCHO, HCOOH, and glyoxal are not fully understood, nor are the fates of the highly oxygenated ISOPOOH-
derived products. A similar situation may exist with regard to small-yield, but potentially important, products
for SOA formation. While much of the focus to date has been on SOA formation from OH-driven oxidation of
isoprene, ozonolysis and reaction with the nitrate radical may require further study. For example, reactions of
Criegee radicals produced from isoprene ozonolysis with other oxygenated VOC have been implicated as a
potential source of condensable vapors or vapors subject to acidic multiphase chemistry [Inomata et al.,
2014; Riva et al., 2016a, 2017]. While the overall yields of SOA appear to be small (~0.5%) for some ozonolysis
conditions [Inomata et al., 2014], it is likely that aging through aqueous acidic chemistry enhances the SOA
pathway. Given the large mass emission rates of isoprene on a global basis, identification of major atmo-
spheric oxidation products of isoprene relevant to SOA formation is an essential step in constraining SOA
yields in regional and global models.

2.2. Role of NOx in BVOC-Derived SOA

The oxidation chemistry of compounds like isoprene or monoterpenes exhibits particularly complex depen-
dencies on NOx concentration. For example, isoprene SOA yields in some studies increase and then decrease
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as the NOx concentrations increase [Kroll et al., 2006; Ng et al., 2007b; Xu et al., 2014]. In another study,
addition of NOx has a small effect on the SOA yield up to a threshold level, above which SOA yields
decrease [J. Liu et al., 2016]. In that study, J. Liu et al. [2016] found that with increasing NO, the abundance
of ISOP(OOH)2 decreased, while a series of organic nitrates, some of which have been observed in the
ambient atmosphere [Lee et al., 2016], increased in both the gas and particle phases. Such differences in
the SOA yield as a function of NOx from the same precursor likely reflect different modes of chamber
operation, different absolute concentrations of NO, and the consequent nonlinear response and time
evolution of radical families with NOx and aging time. Studies have shown that the RO2+NO2 reaction in
isoprene photooxidation under the “high NOx” condition can potentially lead to substantial SOA formation
through further oxidation of peroxy methacryloyl nitrate (MPAN), resulting in SOA yields that can be as
high as in “low-NOx” experiments [A. Chan et al., 2010; Y. H. Lin et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013b; Nguyen et al.,
2015]. Recently, Xu et al. [2014] and D’Ambro et al. [2016] found that both the volatility and mass yield of
chamber-generated isoprene SOA exhibit a nonlinear dependence on NOx level (Figure 5). The nonlinear
behavior in volume fraction remaining (VFR) upon heating was interpreted as being possibly the result of
an optimum NOx concentration for facilitating oligomerization [Nguyen et al., 2011a]. Organic peroxy
radical-NOx chemistry could be the explanation for this nonlinearity in SOA yields since the relative roles of
functionalization reactions (decreasing volatility) and fragmentation reactions (increasing volatility) change
with NOx levels [Xu et al., 2014], although the composition of oligomers and their volatility likely also
depend on NOx conditions [Hallquist et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2014].

Organic nitrate functional groups formed as a secondary but nonnegligible branch of RO2+NO have been
observed to contribute significantly to atmospheric aerosol in field studies [Brown et al., 2009; Day et al.,
2010; Zaveri et al., 2010; Beaver et al., 2012; Rollins et al., 2012; Brown et al., 2013; Fry et al., 2013; Lin et al.,
2015; Xu et al., 2015b, 2015a; Lee et al., 2016] and chamber experiments [e.g., Boyd et al., 2015; D’Ambro
et al., 2016; J. Liu et al., 2016]. The importance of BVOC+NO3 chemistry as a nighttime SOA formation mechan-
ism has gained recent attention [Griffin et al., 1999; Ng et al., 2008; Rollins et al., 2012; Fry et al., 2014; Boyd et al.,
2015; Rindelaub et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015b; Nah et al., 2016a], as described in a recent review [Ng et al., 2017].
Once formed, particulate organic nitrates can hydrolyze, photolyze, deposit, and/or potentially undergo
further oxidation. The photochemical fate and lifetime of particulate organic nitrates depend highly on their
molecular structure [Hinks et al., 2016; Nah et al., 2016a]. Taken together, these measurements clearly indicate
that nitrate radical chemistry can play an important role in SOA formation, but its effects on SOA yields and
organic nitrate formation will likely vary with the structure of the BVOC. Moreover, the importance of NO3

chemistry is expected to vary vertically in the atmosphere, even within the first 1 km, given that the largest
impact is at night when vertical mixing is suppressed and isoprene emissions have ceased [Brown et al., 2009].

The potential for NOx to affect SOA extends beyond changing the fate of RO2 radicals and thus the volatility
distribution of BVOC oxidation products. These include enhancing acid-catalyzed accretion reactions in the
particle phase through nitric acid partitioning and the condensed-phase reactivity of organic nitrates or

Figure 5. Dependence of SOA mass yield and volume fraction remaining on initial NO/isoprene ratio, adapted from Xu
et al. [2014].
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other products formed under high NOx conditions. For example, methylglyceric acid (MGA) and oligoesters
composed of MGA units are routinely detected in the SOA formed during high NOx oxidation of isoprene
[Surratt et al., 2006; Szmigielski et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2013b; D’Ambro et al., 2016]. MGA and its oligomers
are tracers of isoprene SOA in ambient particles under high NOx conditions [Rattanavaraha et al., 2016].
These SOA tracers suggest that multiphase chemistry of small oxygenated VOC may play an important role
in SOA formation under high NOx conditions, where overall yields might be lower but driven by a significant
contribution from accretion chemistry. For example, it was recently shown that 2-methyglyceric acid
(2MGA), a tracer for isoprene SOA under high NOx conditions, is semivolatile and its accommodation in
aerosol water decreases with increasing acidity [Nguyen et al., 2015]. In addition, the production of SOA
precursors such as methacrylic acid epoxide and methacrolein was found to be negligible. In addition to
acidity, RH reportedly affected the particle-phase concentrations of 2MGA [H. Zhang et al., 2011]. Thus,
the formation of 2MGA and its oligoesters was enhanced in particle-phase under lower RH compared to
higher RH conditions. As noted above, future work requires more systematic assessment of the SOA
response to atmospheric concentrations of NO and NO2, and the NO/NO2 ratio, and the role of particle-
phase acidity and water content in order to better quantify the SOA formation potential of BVOC oxidation
in the presence of NOx.

2.3. Future Research Needs on Role of NOx in SOA

Laboratory experiments are often performed under limiting NOx conditions to restrict the peroxy radical to
react with either NO (often called “high-NO” condition) or HO2 (often called “low-NO” condition) in order
to simplify the mechanistic interpretation of the data. However, these conditions are not necessarily repre-
sentative of radical concentrations found in the ambient atmosphere. In the absence of direct measurements
of peroxy radicals in laboratory experiments, studies sometimes rely on the hydrocarbon/NOx ratio as a
metric to define NOx condition in experiments [Presto et al., 2005b; Song et al., 2005; L. J. Li et al., 2015;
X. Liu et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2017]. However, this definition is overly general and does not necessary cor-
respond to specific peroxy radical fates that affect SOA formation in the atmosphere [Wennberg, 2013].
Further, it has been shown that the fate of peroxy radicals could be drastically different even for experi-
ments conducted under the same hydrocarbon/NOx ratio [Ng et al., 2007a]. As such, significant effort in
future laboratory experiments should aim to more realistically, and in an internally consistent way, span
the concentrations of NO, NO2, HO2, and RO2 found in the atmosphere. In addition, a focus on measuring
HO2 and individual RO2 with mass spectrometry [e.g., Ehn et al., 2014; Berndt et al., 2015] so as to directly
observe RO2 responses to NO/HO2/RO2 perturbations would aid in mechanism development. For example,
a new technique using bromide chemical ionization mass spectrometry (Br-CIMS) has been recently devel-
oped for the direct measurement of HO2 [Sanchez et al., 2016]. As measurement techniques advance in
terms of quantifying NO/HO2/RO2, gas-phase chemistry mechanisms need to be evaluated and improved
to reproduce measured radical concentrations.

Current atmospheric SOA models treat the effects of NOx level at best as a linear combination of SOA forma-
tion under two extremes (“low NOx” and high NOx conditions, where “RO2+HO2” and “RO2+NO” reaction
pathways dominated) [Henze et al., 2008; Lane et al., 2008; Pye et al., 2010]. However, NOx has complex non-
linear effects on SOA formation since several factors such as RO2 isomerization reactions and aerosol volatility
change with NOx levels. Note that a “linear two extremes” approach used in current models is insufficient to
represent “nonlinear NOx effects,” as described above. In addition, chamber yield measurements do not
reflect how properties of SOA, e.g., volatility and particle-phase chemistry, e.g., oligomerization, change with
NOx. Understanding the functional relationship between SOA formation/properties and NOx is important
for parameterizing and extrapolating laboratory findings to atmospheric conditions. In addition, as NOx

increases, the competing roles of decreased RO2-HO2 reaction products and the increase of organic nitrates
contribute to SOA formation. While current chamber yields implicitly include mass yields of organic nitrates,
these yields could vary in the atmosphere due to varying radical and oxidant regimes. Further laboratory
experiments and field measurements are needed to constrain the formation, and yields of organic nitrates.
Given the potentially labile nature of the nitrate moiety in condensed phases, further work on the fate of
organic nitrates in SOA is also needed [Darer et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2011; Boyd et al., 2015; Rindelaub et al.,
2015; Hinks et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016; Nah et al., 2016a]. Field measurements that provide vertically resolved
observations of nocturnal NO3-BVOC chemistry are necessary for constraining the ambient importance of this
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pathway. It is likely that enough observations now exist for models to constrain the abundance and fates of
particulate organic nitrates and therefore simulate the dual roles of NOx emissions on SOA formation.

Incorporating such mechanistic effects of NOx (and other anthropogenic pollutants such as SO2) into models
is required to assess the net outcome on SOA budgets. For example, in recent studies using a chemical trans-
port model over the southeastern United States, Marais et al. [2016] predicted that isoprene SOA concentra-
tions increase with decreasing NOx but decrease more strongly when SO2 emissions decrease due to the
effects of sulfate on aerosol acidity and volume. However, most previous model predictions of the competing
roles of NOx and SO2 (including the modeling study listed above) need to be revised in the light of recent
measurements, as discussed above. In addition, mechanistic insights from laboratory studies incorporated
into models should be tested against measurements from different regions of the world that have been
the foci of recent intensive measurements, such as the southeastern United States, the Amazon, and boreal
forests, to assess factors controlling isoprene SOA such as sulfate level, aerosol phase water, particle acidity,
and NOx.

Volatility, phase state (solid, liquid, and semisolid), and viscosity are important fundamental properties that
affect mass and number concentrations of all SOA types (including biogenic SOA). In sections 3 and 4 below,
we discuss some of the important advances in understanding how these properties influence SOA.

3. Low-Volatility and Extremely Low Volatility Organics

Although particles larger than about 100 nm in diameter generally act as efficient CCN under common atmo-
spheric conditions [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007], these particles often originate from smaller particles that
were nucleated or were directly emitted from combustion or other processes [Merikanto et al., 2009; Pierce
and Adams, 2009; Spracklen et al., 2010]. The competition between the decrease of number concentrations
of these smaller particles due to coagulation and their growth rate to larger sizes, which affects their survival
against coagulation, determines their contribution to the budget of CCN number concentrations. Figure 6
schematically illustrates how the initial molecular cluster formation and growth can be enhanced by low-
volatility organics. Since newly formed smaller particles could especially coagulate with larger preexisting
aerosol [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Kuang et al., 2010], they could increase the CCN number concentration

Figure 6. A schematic illustrating the participation of organic oxidation products as newly formed clusters either grow and
survive to CCN-active sizes or are lost by coagulation with the preexisting aerosol.
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budget by factors of 2 to 9 [Kuang et al., 2009] at high enough growth rates. Organic vapors responsible for
the early stages of particle growth are often highly oxygenated molecules (HOMs), which span a wide range
of volatility ranging from ELVOC compounds (saturation vapor concentration, C* < 10�4.5 μg m�3) to low-
volatility (LVOC, 10-4.5 ≤ C* ≤ 10�0.5 μg m�3) and semivolatile (SVOC, 10�0.5 ≤ C*≤ 102.5 μg m�3) [Ehn et al.,
2012; Trostl et al., 2016]. Thus, initial cluster formation (nucleation) is likely driven by multicomponent con-
densation of various inorganics as well as ELVOC [Kulmala et al., 2007; Sipila et al., 2010; Petaja et al., 2011;
Kulmala et al., 2013; Ehn et al., 2014; Trostl et al., 2016] or of organic compounds that form dimers/trimers
through particle-phase accretion chemistry or acid-base chemistry [Keskinen et al., 2013; Riccobono et al.,
2014]. Subsequent growth of these clusters to form SOA is mainly through gas-particle partitioning of organic
compounds in the ELVOC/LVOC/SVOC range. Measurements have shown that oxidized organics, e.g., from
α-pinene ozonolysis, play a significant role in particle growth even at 10 nm sizes [Claeys et al., 2009; Bzdek
and Johnston, 2010; Winkler et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Trostl et al., 2016]. Other studies have also found
that the growth of new particles can best be explained if a large fraction of the SOA condenses as if it is non-
volatile [Barsanti et al., 2011; Pierce et al., 2011; Riipinen et al., 2011].

In addition to their role in new particle formation and growth, low-volatility organic compounds have also
been reported to contribute substantially to larger SOA particle sizes (>10 nm). Thus, recent studies suggest
that a major fraction of atmospheric SOA has an effective volatility considerably lower than what was pre-
viously assumed, such that much of SOA can be treated as effectively nonvolatile—i.e., of such low volatility
that it does not evaporate under atmospheric conditions [Wehner et al., 2005; Ehn et al., 2007; Cappa and
Jimenez, 2010; Pierce et al., 2011; Vaden et al., 2011; Hakkinen et al., 2012; Shrivastava et al., 2013a; Ehn
et al., 2014; Kolesar et al., 2015a; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2015, 2016].

3.1. Advances in Gas-Phase Chemistry of Low-Volatility Organics

The production of SVOC, LVOC, and ELVOC can result from either multigenerational aging wherein a few
functional groups are added from each reaction [Jimenez et al., 2009; Kroll et al., 2011; Donahue et al.,
2012b, 2012a] or from rapid addition of many functional groups after a single reaction between a
VOC and oxidant [Crounse et al., 2013; Ehn et al., 2014; Trostl et al., 2016]. This rapid production is
thought to result from autoxidation of the organic radical intermediates by O2, especially from endocyc-
lic monoterpene ozonolysis [Crounse et al., 2013; Ehn et al., 2014; Rissanen et al., 2014; Jokinen et al.,
2015; Rissanen et al., 2015]. In autoxidation, peroxy radicals (RO2) produced after initial reaction with
an oxidant (e.g., OH or O3) undergo a unimolecular isomerization reaction to produce an alkyl radical
and a hydroperoxide functional group. This alkyl radical can react with O2 to again become an RO2.
This process can continue until the RO2 reacts with NO, HO2, another RO2, or through OOH radicals
formed by RO2 isomerization [Crounse et al., 2012; Ehn et al., 2014] and thus is a pathway by which func-
tional groups (specifically hydroperoxides) can be rapidly added to the molecule. In the absence of
autoxidation, subsequent reaction of the oxidation products can lead to further functional group addi-
tion and is a multigeneration pathway to lower volatility multifunctional products. The key difference
is that autoxidation produces lower volatility products on a much more rapid time scale than
multigeneration oxidation.

Due to their exceptionally low volatility, ELVOC condense essentially irreversibly onto growing particles at
a rate controlled by the Fuchs-adjusted particle surface area. The specific importance depends on their
concentrations, but ELVOC have the capability to overcome Kelvin effects and grow the smallest particles
during a new particle formation event [Trostl et al., 2016]. This can be contrasted with the phase partition-
ing of semivolatile organics into sufficiently low viscosity particles, as the higher volatility of LVOC and
especially SVOC allows them to both condense and evaporate. The process of equilibrium growth ulti-
mately favors the growth of particles with diameters exceeding ~100 nm as opposed to growth of smaller
particles below the CCN-relevant range. This is because equilibrium growth is essentially volume con-
trolled, whereas growth by nonvolatile condensation is surface area controlled [Seinfeld and Pandis,
1998]. However, the relative importance of ELVOC, LVOC, and SVOC in this framework is influenced by
particle-phase properties such as viscosity as this can influence the time scale for reaching equilibrium, dis-
cussed further below. In addition to their contribution to condensation-driven growth, recent work has
also shown that ELVOC can nucleate homogeneously [Kirkby et al., 2016] or with inorganics to form
new particles [Ehn et al., 2014; Riccobono et al., 2014]. A global modeling study showed that inclusion of
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prompt gas-phase ELVOC formation from monoterpene oxidation increased the number concentration of
CCN (at 1% supersaturation) in pristine areas such as the Amazon compared to the control simulation.
However, this increase was minor (~2.25%), likely due to competing effects from other sinks such as con-
densational sinks for the remaining ELVOC, which increase with increasing particle number concentrations
[Jokinen et al., 2015].

In addition to these new insights into monoterpene organic peroxy radical chemistry, there is good evi-
dence that larger molecular weight low-volatility products that contribute to SOA can be formed from ozo-
nolysis reactions of monoterpene in the gas phase [Docherty and Ziemann, 2003; Kristensen et al., 2014,
2016]. Commonly identified products in the SOA are multifunctional C16–C19 esters with 6–10 oxygens.
The current mechanistic explanations for these products, which have been measured in ambient SOA
[Kristensen et al., 2016], remain inconclusive. Hypotheses include reactions of stabilized Criegee with
oxygenated VOC or acyl peroxy radical self-reactions followed by condensed-phase conversion of the
peroxide to an ester [Docherty and Ziemann, 2003; Kristensen et al., 2014, 2016]. Given that both sug-
gested processes are likely to have a nonlinear dependence on monoterpene oxidation rates, further
experiments should aim to constrain the production yields of such dimers under atmospherically relevant
oxidation rates.

3.2. Role of Heterogeneous/Multiphase Accretion Processes

Although measurements have shown formation of low-volatility organics in the gas phase as discussed in
the previous section, the condensing organic molecules do not necessarily have to be ELVOC to ultimately
be treated as effectively nonvolatile. Similar kinetically limited particle growth may also occur if LVOC or
SVOC undergo rapid heterogeneous/multiphase reactions within the particles to form lower or even extre-
mely low volatility products, such as organic accretion products, dimers/oligomers, organosulfate forma-
tion, or salts [Grosjean et al., 1978; Jang and Kamens, 2001; Barsanti and Pankow, 2004; Claeys et al.,
2004; Gao et al., 2004; Kalberer et al., 2004; Tolocka et al., 2004; Barsanti and Pankow, 2005, 2006; Liggio
and Li, 2006; Smith et al., 2008; Barsanti et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; Ziemann and
Atkinson, 2012; Shiraiwa et al., 2013b; Yli-Juuti et al., 2013; Roldin et al., 2014]. If these reactions are rapid
enough (e.g., the molecular lifetime due to heterogeneous reactions is substantially shorter than the life-
time due to evaporation), the condensing molecules can be treated as effectively nonvolatile although
their initial saturation vapor pressure may be much larger than ELVOC [Kurtén et al., 2016]. A number of
heterogeneous/multiphase oligomer-forming reactions can occur on time scale relevant to the atmo-
sphere, which can significantly alter SOA composition and yields [Ziemann and Atkinson, 2012]. For exam-
ple, under clean conditions, the most likely oligomers are peroxyhemiacetals formed from reactions of
hydroperoxides and carbonyls, and esters formed from reactions of alcohols and carboxylic acids. Under
polluted conditions, hemiacetals formed from reactions of carbonyls and alcohols, and esters from reac-
tions of isoprene, might be important for oligomer formation [Ziemann and Atkinson, 2012]. In addition,
the presence of hydrophobic organic molecules of anthropogenic origin, such as polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), during SOA formation has been shown to significantly increase fraction of nonvola-
tile components including oligomers, increase SOA viscosity, and reduce the evaporation rates and effec-
tive volatility of SOA [Vaden et al., 2011; Zelenyuk et al., 2012, 2017]. PAHs are in turn shielded by viscous
SOA coatings, especially at low temperature and relative humidity in the atmosphere, which increases the
oxidation lifetime, global long-range transport and health risks from PAHs [Shrivastava et al., 2017]. The
presence of PAHs was also shown to significantly increase SOA mass loadings and particle number con-
centrations [Zelenyuk et al., 2017].

Further, Kolesar et al., 2015a measured heating-induced evaporation kinetics of several anthropogenic and
biogenic SOA precursor classes and also suggested that decomposition of effectively nonvolatile oligomers
(or dimers) likely plays a major role in controlling SOA evaporation and that oligomer-forming reactions must
be rapid on time scales less than a minute. Trump and Donahue [2014] similarly show that oligomer decom-
position can play an important role in limiting evaporation rates of SOA. Both studies conclude that reversible
oligomerization (or dimerization) can, at least in part, explain the hysteresis between observations of SOA for-
mation and evaporation. Also, as discussed in the section on IEPOX-SOA, a substantial fraction of some of the
semivolatile IEPOX-SOA components have been found in the particle phase, mostly likely due to formation of
accretion products [Isaacman-VanWertz et al., 2016; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016].
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3.3. Role of Aerosol Water in
Accretion Products

Aerosol water is thought to play an
important role in particle-phase
oligomerization and organic salt
formation [Hastings et al., 2005;
Loeffler et al., 2006; Altieri et al.,
2008; Axson et al., 2010; Nguyen
et al., 2011b; H. Zhang et al., 2011;
Tan et al., 2012], in terms of both
the initial formation step and the
long-term stability, thereby affect-
ing SOA volatility. For example,
Figure 7 adapted from a recent
study [Wilson et al., 2015] showed
that SOA particles formed at high
RH (~90%) and “aged” for ~24 h
(by leaving the particles in the
Teflon chamber where they were
initially produced) exhibit lower
effective volatility compared to
particles formed and aged under
dry conditions (labeled as 0% RH in
Figure 7). However, when the same
particles formed at high RH were

characterized prior to their aging, they were found to be more volatile (higher effective volatility) compared
to the equivalent dry case. This behavior illustrates the complexity associated with organic particle-RH inter-
actions, which must be better understood mechanistically. The RH effect on the SOA volatility is governed by
both kinetic and thermodynamic processes. The aerosol water content influences the thermodynamics of
various accretion reactions [e.g., Barsanti and Pankow, 2005, 2006], and the SOA viscosity, and thus indirectly
the molecular diffusion (mixing) within the particle phase (section 4.1). Limited mixing, imposed by low par-
ticulate water content, can influence both the uptake of SVOC and the evaporation of SVOC, which can
decrease the effective SOA volatility (section 4.2), at least for fresh SOA. Figure 7 also illustrates that in com-
parison to measurements, predictions of evaporation behavior of SOA (red line) based on effective volatility
of SOA determined from an analysis of SOA growth experiments (using seven-species VBS in Pathak et al.
[2007]) show much faster evaporation. As stated earlier, oligomerization in the particle phase is one explana-
tion of slow evaporation [Shrivastava et al., 2013a; Trump and Donahue, 2014; Kolesar et al., 2015a]. In other
words, the distribution of product volatilities inferred from analysis of particle growth experiments is incon-
sistent with the product volatility distribution inferred from particle evaporation experiments [Shrivastava
et al., 2013a; Wilson et al., 2015]. Investigation into the extent to which particle-phase reactions control net
uptake of organics and contribute to SOA formation under atmospherically relevant conditions needs to
be a continued focus.

3.4. Comparison of Various Pathways Affecting SOA Volatility

Figure 8 illustrates the different pathways affecting SOA volatility, as discussed above. In the traditional path-
way, SOA is formed by condensation of semivolatile organic vapors on preexisting nuclei, and this SOA
remains semivolatile SOA (referred to as SVSOA) throughout its life cycle in the atmosphere. The time scale
of SVSOA formation depends on multigenerational chemistry that creates semivolatile organic vapors and
their condensation. In the second pathway, subsequent to its formation, a vast majority of the SVSOA com-
pounds undergo rapid particle-phase oligomerization/accretion [Kroll et al., 2007; Cappa and Wilson, 2011;
Hall and Johnston, 2011; Shrivastava et al., 2013a; Kolesar et al., 2015a; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016] and is con-
verted to low-volatility SOA that is “effectively nonvolatile” at atmospheric conditions [Cappa and Jimenez,
2010] and is referred to as NVSOA [Shrivastava et al., 2015]. NVSOA formation could be fairly rapid due to oli-
gomerization reactions that occur on the order of minutes as indicated in a few recent studies [Cappa and

Figure 7. Effects of relative humidity on the room temperature evaporation
kinetics of SOA particles, generated based onWilson et al. [2015]. Each curve
shows the time-dependent evaporation behavior of particles that are held in
evaporation chamber filled with activated carbon to scavenge organic gases.
The observations are compared with a model prediction (red line) of the
evaporation behavior based on the volatility distribution of SOA as deter-
mined from analysis of SOA growth experiments in Pathak et al. [2007].
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Wilson, 2011; Kolesar et al., 2015a]. It is important to note that NVSOA formation through the oligomerization
pathway is different from direct condensation of nonvolatile gas-phase oxidation products, as assumed in
several global models [Tsigaridis et al., 2014]. First, the size-dependent oligomerization rates in pathway 2
might not match the size-dependent condensation rates in pathway 1, which may lead to differences in
size distribution evolution. In addition, the gas-particle distribution of semivolatile SOA precursors and
aerosol condensational and coagulation sinks are likely very different between the two pathways, which
could greatly affect SOA evolution in the atmosphere. In the third pathway, rapid autoxidation leads to
formation of ELVOC. Autoxidation occurs on a much faster time scale as compared to several generations
of chemistry needed for SVSOA formation. Also, sulfate complexes of volatile molecules can form LVOC or
ELVOC on the time scale of seconds (or faster) and add to the pool of species that form LVSOA via
pathways 2 and 3 [Zhang et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010; Kurtén et al., 2015]. However, oligomer formation
may be reduced by dilution of monomers, and oligomers can potentially decompose [Roldin et al., 2014;
Trump and Donahue, 2014; Kolesar et al., 2015b; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2015]. Such behavior might, in fact,
be used to distinguish between salt formation and organic molecule cross reactions, which likely have
different thermal stabilities, as routes to extremely low volatility SOA. Each of these processes still fit within
OA partitioning framework, but each acts to lower OA volatility or slow evaporation of OA.

Oligomerization/accretion processes affect SOA particle concentrations and their lifetimes. For example, a
global modeling study [Shrivastava et al., 2015] compared SOA loadings calculated by the default semivola-
tile, purely reversible partitioning approach to one in which particle-phase processes rapidly and irreversibly
lead to the formation of effectively nonvolatile SOA (NVSOA), as illustrated in Figure 9. This approach was also

Figure 8. Pathways to formation of low-volatility and extremely low volatility organics as compared to the default semivo-
latile SOA pathway used in most aerosol models.

Figure 9. Simulated ratio of global annual mean SOA burdens from the nonvolatile to semivolatile SOA treatment, adapted
from Shrivastava et al. [2015].
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applied in a previous global modeling study [Tsigaridis and Kanakidou, 2003] to investigate the sensitivity of
SOA to particle-phase chemical reactions that form nonvolatile compounds and/or inhibition of evaporation
by other nonvolatile components in particles. The NVSOA approach led to a substantial increase in the aver-
age lifetime of SOA (by a factor of 3), and the SOA burden (by up to a factor of 5), most notably in continental
outflow over clean marine environments (Figure 9). Since cloud albedo is especially sensitive to variations in
aerosol levels over pristine locations where particle number concentrations are small, such as the oceans
[Carslaw et al., 2013], the predicted increase in SOA burdens could have large implications on cloud albedo
and radiative forcing. Another modeling study investigated the sensitivity of SOA to several parameters,
using a variance-based approach within a regional model, and found that the rapid decrease of effective
volatility of SOA due to oligomer formation was the most influential factor controlling SOA concentrations
[Shrivastava et al., 2016].

3.5. Further Research Needs in Low-Volatility SOA

Recent laboratory studies have indicated that the detection of newly formed particles (1–2 nm in diameter)
depends strongly upon their chemical composition. Sub-3 nm particles composed of oxidized organics are
detected by condensation particle counters with orders-of-magnitude-less sensitivity than sub-3 nm particles
composed of ammonium sulfate [Kangasluoma et al., 2014]. As a result, the ambient concentration of newly
formed particles, the composition of which is often dominated by oxidized organic molecules, may be
significantly underestimated. Uncertainties in cluster composition therefore have substantial impacts on
accurately determining ambient organic cluster concentrations and their impact on the >2 nm in diameter
particle number concentration budget. Precise measurements of the oxidized organic content of newly
formed clusters are needed in order not only to assess the contribution of oxidized organics to cluster
formation, activation, and growth, but also to determine basic quantities such as the cluster number concen-
tration budget. Understanding the mechanisms by which particles grow to CCN size through the condensa-
tion and/or reaction of oxidized organic vapors across the spectrum of compound volatilities is key to
CCN production.

As with SOA, in general, one challenge in assessing the importance of the formation of low-volatility SOA
stems from the so far limited understanding of the linkage of these pathways to VOC precursor identity
and concentrations, oxidant identity and concentrations, NOx levels, concentrations of atmospheric bases
(e.g., ammonia and amines), and atmospheric variables such as temperature, relative humidity, and light
availability. For example, the effect of temperature and NOx on gas-phase autoxidation and subsequent
HOM formation has not been fully quantified. It has also been demonstrated that gas-phase production of
ELVOC is strongly linked to precursor VOC [Ehn et al., 2014; Jokinen et al., 2015], and most work to date has
primarily been focused on BVOC.

A number of advances in speciation of compounds relevant to SOA formation have been achieved by new
developments in mass spectrometry [Kalberer et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2006; Surratt et al., 2007b, 2010;
Laskin et al., 2012, 2013; Ehn et al., 2014; Isaacman et al., 2014; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2014; Romonosky et al.,
2015; X. Zhang et al., 2015; Krechmer et al., 2016b; Sanchez et al., 2016]. Such advances in measurement tech-
niques should ideally be corroborated by filter-based techniques [e.g., Nizkorodov et al., 2011; Kampf et al.,
2013]. This expanded ability to characterize the concentrations and molecular identities of species produced
in the gas and particle phases in detail, and their distribution with respect to volatility, can facilitate develop-
ment of more robust and physically realistic parametrizations of SOA formation.

That said, testing the proposed mechanisms of SOA formation and properties using such molecular-level
detail often requires estimates of the vapor pressures of the highly oxidized multifunctional organics that
characterize SOA. Current computational approaches to vapor pressure estimation of pure species are based
on functional group contribution methods, the predictions of which can be uncertain by orders of magnitude
[Valorso et al., 2011; O’Meara et al., 2014]. A related approach to assess volatilities of individual SOA constitu-
ents is based on their elemental composition measured by soft-ionization high-resolution mass spectrome-
try, referred to as “molecular corridors” [Y. Li et al., 2016]. But the utility of this approach for overall volatility of
SOA, and the evolution of SOA volatility with aging is yet to be tested.

Current models vary in terms of the number of simulated SOA precursor source categories (e.g., isoprene and
monoterpenes), oxidants (e.g., OH, O3, and NO3 radicals), and/or reaction conditions (e.g., NOx-dependent
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SOA yield parameterizations). However, there is likely much larger variation in SOA yields given that there are
likely thousands of biogenic SOA precursors, many of which are not measured [Goldstein and Galbally, 2007].
Thus, models may not be able to capture the variability in SOA formation potential between different BVOC
[Jokinen et al., 2015]. Also, different BVOC can have very different HOM formation potentials that further
depend on the oxidant type—e.g., ozone, OH, or nitrate radical pathways for monoterpenes, and oxidation
by OH radicals for isoprene [Jokinen et al., 2015]. Advances in measurement capabilities allow for improved
real-time speciation of BVOC and their oxidation products in both gas and particle phases [Isaacman et al.,
2014; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2014; Isaacman-VanWertz et al., 2016]. As a result of these advances in molecular
speciation, the potential now exists for sharpening of source categories in models based on the relative roles
of VOC in SOA formation. Emission inventories, to the extent possible, need to carry VOC structure informa-
tion, and finally, 3-D chemical transport models need to parameterize this dependence of formation of low-
volatility products on VOC structure and their reactions with radicals. Ultimately, next generation SOAmodels
must be developed that can account for spatial and temporal variability in SOA production within a given
precursor class (e.g., monoterpenes) but that do not dramatically increase the computational burden of
the model.

Models simulate SOA concentrations using parameterizations that are meant to reflect the effective proper-
ties and concentrations of the condensing molecules and the SOA formed. As they are highly simplified,
special attention needs to be paid to proper reflection of the actual properties of SOA and sensitivity of
SOA production and loss to environmental conditions. Moreover, lumped volatility distributions derived from
fitting chamber measurements depend highly on the theory used (e.g., dynamic mass transfer versus equili-
brium partitioning) and processes included (e.g., wall losses and multigenerational chemistry) during the fit-
ting [Cappa et al., 2016]. Consequently, reported volatility distributions can be thought of as being “theory
specific” in that they are dependent both upon the processes that are included (or excluded) and the manner
in which the processes are represented. Novel approaches to estimate volatilities, or to directly measure the
volatilities, of the organic compounds constituting SOA in both gas and particle phases could reduce uncer-
tainties in quantifying their role in SOA formation and thus improve mechanistic tests of SOA formation.

Also, as noted above, the effective volatility of SOA has been found to bemuch lower than expected based on
traditional parameterizations. Improvement of the existing parameterizations can be developed through
deeper understanding of the mechanistic details associated with SOA formation and transformations. This
includes the gas-phase production of ELVOC, LVOC, and SVOC and their subsequent reactions in the
condensed phase.

4. Effects of Bulk Diffusion Limitations on Size Evolution of SOA and CCN

The historical treatment of SOA dynamics in many regional and global climate models considers particles
as well mixed, liquid-like solutions that continuously maintain equilibrium with the gas phase through
evaporation/condensation. The atmospheric evolution of these particles has been described by absorptive
partitioning theory [Pankow, 1994; Donahue et al., 2006; Mai et al., 2015]. The typical implementation of
absorptive partitioning theory to the interpretation and simulation of SOA formation assumes that the parti-
cles are “well mixed” and effectively liquid like. Under this assumption, condensed-phase diffusion is suffi-
ciently fast that equilibrium within the particles is achieved on short time scales (less than a few minutes)
relative to those on which other processes are changing [Koop et al., 2011; Shiraiwa and Seinfeld, 2012].
When accommodation of condensing molecules is also assumed rapid (mass accommodation coefficients
>0.1 or so), gas-particle equilibrium is achieved on a time scale of minutes and thus can be considered effec-
tively instantaneous.

4.1. Advances in Measurements of SOA Viscosity

However, recent advances in measurements of SOA properties suggest that under at least some atmospheri-
cally relevant conditions, condensed-phase diffusion processes are much slower than is consistent with the
assumption of instantaneous gas-particle equilibrium. For instance, there may be important differences
between boreal and tropical forests because of different precursors, oxidation pathways, and prevailing rela-
tive humidity, with semisolid particles observed over boreal forests and liquid particles over tropical forests
[Virtanen et al., 2010; Bateman et al., 2016]. Under situations where diffusion is slow, the evolution of SOA par-
ticle size and CCN number can be significantly affected [Shiraiwa et al., 2013b].
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Recent experimental data indicate that under many conditions SOA particles do not behave like liquid-like
solutions but instead as highly viscous semisolids [Vaden et al., 2010; Virtanen et al., 2010; Cappa and
Wilson, 2011; Vaden et al., 2011; Kuwata and Martin, 2012; Abramson et al., 2013; Renbaum-Wolff et al.,
2013; Robinson et al., 2013; O’Brien et al., 2014; Bateman et al., 2015; Y. J. Li et al., 2015; Pajunoja et al., 2015;
Song et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2015; Y. Zhang et al., 2015; Bateman et al., 2016; Grayson et al., 2016;
Bateman et al., 2017; Bell et al., 2017], which significantly impacts their morphology, composition, reactivity,
evaporation, and coagulation rates. For example, Vaden et al. [2010] demonstrated that particles composed
of the hydrophobic liquid dioctyl phthalate (DOP) and α-pinene SOA are not well mixed and can form,
instead, two stable opposite morphologies: SOA core coated with DOP and DOP core coated with SOA.
Similarly, Loza et al. [2013] inferred that SOA particles formed sequentially from two VOC precursors, α-pinene
and toluene, also have core-shell morphology with a core of SOA from the initial precursor and shell from the
second one. Decreased condensed-phase diffusivity in viscous organic particles can increase the time scales
of semivolatile organic compound partitioning, with values depending on the particle size. Based on the
Stokes-Einstein relation, condensed-phase bulk diffusivity (Db) is estimated to exceed 10�10 cm2 s�1 for liquid
phase decreasing to between 10�15 and 10�20 cm2 s�1 for viscous semisolids [Renbaum-Wolff et al., 2013].

Models that include effects of viscosity utilize condensed-phase diffusivity as inputs, as described in
section 4.2. However, the applicability of the Stokes-Einstein equation to calculate bulk diffusivity for SOA par-
ticle is questionable because a governing assumption of similar size between diffusing species andmolecular
matrix does not hold [Koop et al., 2011; Renbaum-Wolff et al., 2013; Y. J. Li et al., 2015]. For example, the diffu-
sivity of smaller molecules, such as water, was reported to be 4–8 orders of magnitude faster than that pre-
dicted by the Stokes-Einstein equation [Price et al., 2015]. Rather than inferring diffusivity with application of
the Stokes-Einstein equation, direct measurements of bulk diffusivity are needed. Abramson et al. [2013]
directly measured diffusion and evaporation rates of pyrene and other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
molecules embedded within an SOA matrix and derived a diffusion coefficient based on Fick’s law.
Similarly, Zhou et al. [2013] retrieved bulk diffusivity of organic molecules using their measured heteroge-
neous reaction rates and a kinetic multilayer model, while P. F. Liu et al. [2016] derived bulk diffusivity using
a diffusive multislab model based on measured evaporation rates of organics from films.

Renbaum-Wolff et al. [2013] and Bateman et al. [2015] showed the importance of relative humidity and water
content on the viscosity and physical state of SOA particle. Y. Zhang et al. [2015] showed that nonspherical
SOA particles can flow to become spherical above a critical RH because of the decrease in viscosity associated
with water uptake. It was also shown that evolution of particle mass spectra during SOA evaporation due to
thermal desorption [Cappa and Wilson, 2011] or dilution [Vaden et al., 2011] does not exhibit the behavior
expected for low viscosity, multicomponent liquid particles. Due to the high viscosity of SOA, semivolatile
molecules like organic nitrates [Perraud et al., 2012] and PAHs [Zelenyuk et al., 2012; Abramson et al., 2013;
Zelenyuk et al., 2017] can be trapped inside particles and the uptake of semivolatile molecules like ammonia
from the gas phase can be restricted [Kuwata and Martin, 2012; Y. J. Li et al., 2015; Bell et al., 2017]. Bell et al.
[2017] showed that heterogeneous reactions between ammonia and semisolid SOA produce a few nan-
ometer thick solid coating (“crust”) that limits additional ammonia from diffusing into the SOA particle and
prevents coagulating particles from coalescence on the time scale that exceeds 2 days. Song et al. [2016] stu-
died SOA particles derived from an anthropogenic precursor (toluene) and based on these results suggest
that anthropogenic particles over megacities may be semisolid rather than liquid and thereby alter hetero-
geneous chemistry for many conditions, especially in hot afternoons characterized by low RH. Bateman
et al. [2017] found that anthropogenic influences of urban pollution and biomass burning over Amazonia
tend to decrease the particle hygroscopicity and favor a semisolid phase state of the particulate matter. At
low relative humidity conditions, other recent studies reported that anthropogenic SOAs appear to be more
solid like compared to biogenic SOA [T. Liu et al., 2016;Q. Ye et al., 2016]. Such differences can result in source-
and composition-dependent kinetic regimes of gas-particle partitioning for semivolatile organics.

Particle viscosity is found to be a function of relative humidity and SOA precursor type. In general, increasing
RH decreases the viscosity of particles [Renbaum-Wolff et al., 2013; Bateman et al., 2015; Hinks et al., 2016].
Renbaum-Wolff et al. [2013] reported that at RH ≤30%, 20 to 50 μm particles composed of the water-soluble
fraction of α-pinene SOA are at least as viscous as asphalt/bitumen. However, at higher RH they become less
viscous, with viscosities comparable to that of peanut butter and honey, at 70% and 90% RH, respectively.
Kuwata and Martin [2012] showed that the uptake of ammonia by α-pinene ozonolysis SOA particles at
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low RH is consistent with adsorp-
tion by a highly viscous semisolid.
However, at higher RH (>94% RH)
SOA ammonium content increased
significantly, indicating change in
viscosity of the ammoniated SOA.
These results were tested and gen-
eralized to a broader range of SOA
particle types in Y. J. Li et al. [2015],
and the point was made that the
RH limit of a transition in physical
state can significantly differ from
the RH at which a transition in
chemical reactivity occurs. In addi-
tion to the dependence on RH
and precursor type, Grayson et al.
[2016] found that viscosity of SOA
particles depends inversely on the
mass concentration, presumably

related to variation in the chemical composition of SOA as a function of concentration. Since laboratory stu-
dies on SOA viscosity are typically carried out at much higher (up to 2–3 orders of magnitude) mass concen-
trations compared to ambient levels, the ambient SOA may be more viscous than suggested by such
laboratory studies.

4.2. Advances in Modeling: Effects of SOA Bulk Diffusion Limitations

Traditional SOA models, which are typically based on the assumption of instantaneous equilibrium gas-
particle partitioning, neglect the kinetic effects of the potentially reduced bulk diffusivity in viscous organic
particles. To investigate such effects, several multilayer particle models have been developed that numeri-
cally solve Fick’s second law of diffusion (unsteady state diffusion) within spherical particles [Poschl et al.,
2007; Shiraiwa et al., 2010; Zobrist et al., 2011; Shiraiwa et al., 2012; Roldin et al., 2014; Zaveri et al., 2014;
O’Meara et al., 2016]. These models discretize a single particle into concentric shells to resolve the temporal
evolution of concentration gradients of multiple species diffusing (and chemically reacting, in some cases)
along the radius of the particle. In general, the time scale (τ) for a nonreactive species diffusing into a particle
from its surface to reach a uniform radial concentration profile depends on the particle diameter (Dp) and
bulk diffusivity (Db) as illustrated in Figure 10 (adapted from Zaveri et al. [2014]). It is seen that for a semisolid
particle with Db = 10�15 cm2 s�1, τ varies from 1 min to 100 min as Dp varies from 0.02 μm to 0.2 μm, respec-
tively. In addition to Dp and Db, the gas-particle equilibration time scale also depends on the surface mass
accommodation coefficient, the volatility of the condensing species, and its initial gas-phase concentration
and can range from a few microseconds to several days [Shiraiwa and Seinfeld, 2012; O’Meara et al., 2016].

While a semisolid organic particle can inhibit the uptake of semivolatile organics, a highly viscous material
formed at a particle surface (i.e., a “shell”) could also increase the lifetime of particles by trapping semivolatile
organics or salts such as ammonium sulfate within the particle’s interior. Using the KM-GAP multilayer model,
Shiraiwa et al. [2013a] investigated the effects of such phase separation and found that it can significantly
affect the partitioning of semivolatile components and hygroscopic growth. Similarly, a modeling study by
Roldin et al. [2014] demonstrated the effect of dimer (or oligomer) enrichment at the particle surface followed
by an application of obstruction theory wherein large molecules (such as dimers) obstruct smaller molecules
and lower their effective diffusion rates in the particle interior [Stroeve, 1975; Pfrang et al., 2011]. In a more
recent study O’Meara et al. [2016] included compositional dependence of diffusivity in their multilayer model
and showed that the plasticizing effect of water, as it diffuses into a viscous organic particle, can dramatically
reduce the equilibration time scale for gas-particle partitioning.

Although the multilayer particle models are useful for investigating in great detail the effects of diffusivity
and particle morphology in monodisperse aerosol populations, they are impractical for modeling polydis-
perse aerosol in 3-D chemical transport models. To address this issue, Zaveri et al. [2014] extended the

Figure 10. Dependence of diffusion time scale (τ) on particle diameter (Dp)
for bulk diffusivity (Db) values ranging from 10�10 to 10�18 cm2 s�1

(adapted from Zaveri et al. [2014]).
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dynamic gas-particle partitioning treatment in the sectional MOSAIC aerosol model [Zaveri et al., 2008] by
accounting for the effects of volatility, bulk diffusivity, and particle-phase reaction (treated as first-order rate
constant). Their model analysis of polydisperse semisolid OA suggests that the inhibited uptake of SVOC by
large particles could in turn promote the growth of smaller particles that are competing for the same vapors,
albeit with much shorter diffusion time scales. Moreover, slower uptake by semisolid particles suggests that
the SVOC can potentially continue to react in the gas phase to form low-volatility vapors or undergo gas-
phase fragmentation and depositional scavenging.

4.3. Future Research Needs in Particle Viscosity

The transition of SOA between high and low viscosity depends in a complex manner on both relative humid-
ity and temperature. At higher altitudes close to the top of the planetary boundary layer, temperature
decreases but relative humidity can increase relative to near-surface conditions. While high RH favors lower
viscosity, lower temperature favors increasing viscosity. For example, using a new in situ optical method to
detect the viscous states of particles, Järvinen et al. [2016] showed that α-pinene SOA particle may remain vis-
cous over a wide range of atmospheric conditions in the free troposphere. In addition, a recent study indi-
cated that the transition RH for reactivity of SOA differed considerably from the transition RH reported for
phase change of SOA, i.e., from nonliquid to a liquid state [Y. J. Li et al., 2015]. This difference in transition
RH between reactivity and phase (affecting viscosity of SOA) could vary for other SOA systems. However,
the study by Y. J. Li et al. [2015] implies that models will also need to differentiate between phase transitions
and chemical kinetics for SOA particle. Depending on whether the condensing organics are hygroscopic salts
or less hygroscopic material, the chemical kinetics at the particle surface could depend significantly on the
nonliquid to liquid phase transition [Roldin et al., 2014; Y. J. Li et al., 2015]. It may be useful to think of an effec-
tive viscosity for chemical uptake kinetics over SOA particle, which could be lower or higher than the actual
viscosity depending on the material deposited at the surface of SOA particle, e.g., hygroscopicity of organic
salts. This implies that care needs to be exercised in connecting diffusion and reaction kinetics of organic spe-
cies within SOA particle to measurements of mechanical properties such as bounce and their response to
poking [Y. J. Li et al., 2015].

Water associated with SOA can modify reactive uptake kinetics significantly. The competing effects of RH and
temperature on the viscosity and reactive uptake kinetics for different SOA particle systems are not well con-
strained. Additionally, the variations of viscosity and reactive uptake kinetics with atmospheric aging of SOA
particles require experimental investigation. For example, the relative roles of RH and temperature in particle
viscosity for different precursors and at different conditions—e.g., high/low/intermediate NOx or SOA precur-
sor concentration—need to be systemically investigated. Explicit model treatments that account for SOA pre-
cursor volatility, including ELVOC formation, changes in particle volatility due to accretion reactions, and
diffusion-controlled SOA growth/evaporation as a function of temperature and RH need to be developed
to evaluate eventually impacts on the global CCN budget.

In summary, as described in sections 4.2 and 4.3, in addition to RH, there are other factors such as ambient
temperature, SOA composition, atmospheric aging of SOA, and SOA mass loading, which could have com-
plex effects on SOA viscosity. In addition, it is important to note that diffusion limitations and the transition
RH determining the onset of these diffusion limitations could be very different compared to measured
viscosity of particles (that could also vary depending on the measurement technique itself, e.g., bounce
and poking techniques). Ultimately, these diffusion limitations are reflected in the form of limitations to
uptake kinetics of organic vapors on SOA particles and particle-size evolution during growth. While direct
ambient measurements of SOA viscosity are challenging, measurements of uptake kinetics of SOA precursors
on the particles under atmospherically relevant conditions could provide valuable insights about SOA forma-
tion and size distribution dynamics in the atmosphere. Laboratory chamber experiments remain critical to
understand the size evolution of SOA and the effects of viscosity and volatility for a range of SOA precursors,
e.g., biogenic, fossil fuel, and biomass burning, over atmospherically relevant RH and temperature ranges for
different precursor and oxidant regimes.

5. Biomass Burning

Biomass burning injects large amounts of OA and nonmethane organic compounds (NMOCs) into the atmo-
sphere [Andreae and Merlet, 2001; van der Werf et al., 2010; Bond et al., 2013]. OA from biomass burning
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sources (i.e., BBOA) are composed of primary organic aerosol (POA) directly emitted from the burning bio-
mass and SOA formed via oxidative processing of organic gases. Biomass burning is one the largest sources
of primary carbonaceous aerosol globally and also is an important source of trace gases including organic
vapors, which themselves can serve as precursors for SOA [Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Yokelson et al., 2008;
De Gouw and Jimenez, 2009; Akagi et al., 2011; Bond et al., 2013].

5.1. SVOC/IVOC Emissions From Biomass Burning

Recent studies have indicated that a significant fraction (15–37%) of NMOCs emitted from biomass burning
are in the semivolatile/intermediate-volatility range (SVOC/IVOC), having saturation vapor concentrations, C*,
in the range 0.1–106 μg m�3. Their emissions and role in SOA formation are not well understood [Stockwell
et al., 2015; Yokelson et al., 2013]. Most current aerosol models treat only the oxidation of selected VOC as
a source of SOA from biomass burning emissions and neglect the contribution of SIVOC emissions, an omis-
sion that may lead to substantial underestimation of biomass burning SOA production. Field observations
continue to be a vital tool in understanding the complexities affecting BB emissions and their resulting cli-
matic impacts, as well as helping to identify inaccuracies in current emission inventories [Yokelson et al.,
2013]. Moreover, biomass burning OA can be transported to long distances from its source because the
intense heat of large fires can inject emissions to high altitudes, where they survive longer compared to
surface-level emissions sources (e.g., biogenic emissions) that are subject to removal by deposition at a
higher rate.

5.2. SOA-Forming Potential of Biomass Burning Emissions

The net amount of OA mass added during aging (“net SOA”) is one of the key parameters that global models
need to simulate accurately in order to predict the climate impacts of biomass burning emissions. Net SOA is
frequently evaluated with the parameter ΔOA/ΔCO ratio, which can be calculated for emissions sampled
downwind of a fire source by taking the ratio of the enhancement of OA mass to the enhancement of CO
above their respective backgrounds. CO is a stable tracer for fire plumes, and this method accounts for the
effect of dilution [Cubison et al., 2011].

Field studies conducted by following plumes from aircraft are useful to quantify the chemical evolution of BB
emissions, as such studies can quickly follow plumes in a pseudo-Lagrangianmanner. Out of the 17 published
aircraft studies on aging of BB emissions, 10 reported no detectable net addition of OA mass with photoche-
mical evolution, while 4 reported an increase and 3 reported a decrease [Hobbs et al., 2003; Cubison et al.,
2011; Akagi et al., 2012; Jolleys et al., 2012; Forrister et al., 2015; Jolleys et al., 2015; May et al., 2015; X. Liu
et al., 2016]. A few ground-based studies have also studied this topic, of which one reported no change
and two reported an increase in net SOA [Lee et al., 2008; Vakkari et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2017]. One limitation
with ground-based studies is that since the plumes cannot be followed in a pseudo-Lagrangian manner, they
can be more affected by variations in emissions with time of day and dispersion, which can be very large for
BB fires [Saide et al., 2015]. However, well-designed ground-based studies can provide useful information on
BB aging [Collier et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017].

Overall, ambient observations show that the atmospheric evolution of biomass burning emissions is different
from those of urban and biogenic emissions, which show substantial increase in ΔOA/ΔCO ratio, i.e., net SOA
formation, with aging [de Gouw et al., 2005; Volkamer et al., 2006; Shilling et al., 2013]. However, as the biomass
burning plume ages in the atmosphere, the oxygenation of OA (reflected in O/C ratio) is reported to increase
significantly in almost all studies, suggesting strong chemical transformation of OA with aging and formation
of more oxidized BBOA that are compositionally different than BB POA [Capes et al., 2008; Cubison et al., 2011;
Jolleys et al., 2012; Forrister et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2017]. These findings imply that although the mass concen-
tration of OA (= POA + SOA) from biomass burning remains approximately constant during aging, the com-
position of OA changes strongly, becoming more oxidized with aging. One hypothesis for the frequent
observation of little net addition of OA mass is that SOA formation is being balanced by effects of dilution
and subsequent evaporation to the gas phase of semivolatile components, resulting in loss of POA mass
[Cubison et al., 2011; May et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2017].

In ambient studies where increases in total OA relative to CO were observed, the increases are small com-
pared to the POA/CO ratios in BB emissions [Cubison et al., 2011]. In particular, the ratios of net SOA/POA
for BB emissions were ~1–2 order of magnitude lower than for urban emissions [Hayes et al., 2013]. Several
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laboratory studies also support
that the net SOA/POA ratio is sig-
nificantly lower for BB than for
urban or biogenic emissions
[Grieshop et al., 2009; Hennigan
et al., 2011; Ortega et al., 2013;
Bruns et al., 2016]. However,
substantial variability in net SOA
production is observed in the
laboratory studies across bio-
masses and burning conditions. In
particular studies of BB in wood
stoves (simulating residential com-
bustion) versus those simulating
open fires appear to lead to
systematically different results,
likely due to the very different
combustion conditions.

Overall, the available evidence
suggests that net SOA production
from biomass burning is a rela-
tively small contributor to the glo-

bal OA budget, while oxidation of OA in BB emissions with aging is always observed. Change of BBOA
composition with aging inevitably leads to changes to their optical and hygroscopic properties and thus
has climate implications. The reasons for the variability across studies may be related to variations in fuels
burned and combustion conditions, variation in key coemitted species such as NOx, and differences in envir-
onmental conditions such as dilution rate and temperature and humidity.

5.3. Global Modeling Results on Biomass Burning SOA

Global modeling estimates of SOA from biomass burning vary substantially (shown in blue in Figure 11).
While most global modeling studies estimate a low contribution of biomass burning to SOA [Spracklen
et al., 2011; Tsigaridis et al., 2014; Hodzic et al., 2016], a recent study predicted that SOA from biomass burning
emissions dominated the OA budget globally, especially at high altitudes due to multigenerational oxidation
of longer-lived SIVOC precursors [Shrivastava et al., 2015]. While several assumptions had to be made in that
modeling study due to limited understanding of variability of SIVOC emissions and chemistry from different
biomass burning plumes, model-measurement agreement improved substantially compared to the standard
version of the global model used in that study. However, it was noted that the split between POA and SOA
was highly uncertain due to uncertainties in emissions and aging of SOA precursors and POA. A recent labora-
tory study estimated a global SOA source of 0–68 Tg yr� (indicated by the red bar in Figure 11) based on
extrapolating measurements of SOA produced by aging of residential wood combustion in a smog chamber
[Bruns et al., 2016]. Oxidation products of nontraditional SOA precursors like phenols and naphthalene that
are not included in models were estimated to constitute most of the SOA mass. A previous literature-based
estimate of the biomass burning SOA source by Hallquist et al. [2009] falls in the middle of this range.

5.4. Phenolic Compounds in Biomass Burning SOA

Phenolic compounds, which are produced from the combustion of lignin, are a class of gaseous compounds
emitted in large amounts from biomass burning sources [Schauer et al., 2001; Bruns et al., 2016]. Recent
laboratory studies indicate that phenol and methoxyphenols can undergo gas-phase, aqueous phase, and
multiphase photochemical reactions in the atmosphere, forming SOA with a high degree of oxidation [Sun
et al., 2010; Chhabra et al., 2011; Yee et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014, 2016]. Phenol itself has a
moderate Henry’s law constant (5.6 × 103 M atm–1 at 5°C [Sander, 1999]) and thus partitions only modestly
to aqueous drops. However, guaiacols, syringols, and many of the substituted phenols, such as phenolic car-
bonyls [Smith et al., 2016], have higher Henry’s law constants, up to 105–106 M atm�1 [Sagebiel and Seiber,
1993; Sander, 1999] and will therefore be present primarily in the aqueous drops and water-containing

Figure 11. Global source of biomass burning SOA (Tg yr�1) as estimated by
different studies: aircraft following plumes of biomass burning fires (green),
global models evaluated with OA measurements in regions influenced by
biomass burning emissions (blue), estimate based on measurements of bio-
mass burning SOA in smog chamber (red), and a literature estimate (black).
Both measurements and modeling studies report a wide range of SOA
produced from oxidation of biomass burning emissions. Aircraft-based esti-
mates (green) report net OA (POA + SOA) corrected for dilution effects.
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particles under humid conditions. In aqueous phase, phenols are rapidly oxidized by a variety of mechanisms
and the mass-based yield of nonvolatile products from aqueous phenol oxidation is very large, with values
over 100% in many cases [Sun et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2015]. These low-
volatility products will remain in the particle phase as SOA after droplet evaporation. Photochemical aging
of phenolic compounds results in multiple generations of aqueous SOA products with a wide range of vola-
tilities and chemical composition and is a likely source of highly oxidized organic molecules [Yu et al., 2016].
The importance of aqueous-phase oxidation depends on how organic mass is distributed among compounds
that have a range of Henry’s law constants, reaction rates and SOA yields, and the abundance of condensed
phase water. For some compounds, aqueous oxidation will clearly dominate, while for others gas-phase oxi-
dation is likely more important. The different pathways for aqueous and gas-phase oxidation of phenols as
source of SOA are not included in most models.

5.5. Future Research Needs in Biomass Burning SOA

Measurements need to constrain the variability of SIVOC precursor emissions from biomass burning and their
potential for SOA formation. Differences in model treatments of SIVOC can lead to substantial differences in
the simulated concentration of SOA and the inferred importance of SOA from biomass burning emissions.
Also, the differences between laboratory and field measurements of biomass burning SOA need to be recon-
ciled. Understanding how properties of biomass burning OA (such as phase/volatility) depend on combus-
tion conditions, meteorology (e.g., temperature and RH), and atmospheric aging is critical. Regional and
global models will need to constrain the evolution of properties of biomass burning OA and also include
the variability of SIVOC emissions and their multigenerational aging in the atmosphere. Similarly, photoche-
mical aging of nontraditional SOA precursors like phenolic compounds and their role in low-volatility
aqueous SOA formation need to be better understood and represented in models. An integrated
laboratory-field modeling investigation is crucial to improve our ability to predict the highly variable (in space
and time) impacts of biomass burning OA on regional and global scales. Also, future modeling studies need
to investigate the most plausible mechanisms that could lead to a constant net SOA and significant chemical
aging of biomass burning emissions that have been observed in a large number of field studies.

6. Laboratory Systems of SOA Formation

Most of our existing knowledge of the nature of SOA formation has come from laboratory experiments.
Laboratory experiments will remain the fundamental framework to unravel the detailed chemistry and phy-
sics of SOA formation, including the dependence on oxidation conditions, relative humidity, and tempera-
ture. Recent advances in mass spectrometry applied to chamber SOA have revealed, for example, the
crucial role played by HOMs (some of which are most likely ELVOC) in SOA formation. New understanding
of gas-phase chemistry, such as the importance of autoxidation, has allowed unraveling of new mechanisms
of SOA formation that, until recently, were only speculative. In many systems RO2 isomerization rates are key
in determining competitive reaction pathways under atmospheric conditions. Overall, attention should
continue to be given to understanding the role of trace radical concentrations (NO, NO2, HO2, and RO2)
and competitive reaction pathways. Measurements of particle-phase composition of SOA have the promise
of bringing closure of the chemistry from the parent VOC to the SOA itself within reach [X. Zhang et al., 2015],
although challenges remain in understanding the extent to which methods used to probe particle composi-
tion alter the particle composition itself [e.g., Isaacman-VanWertz et al., 2016; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016].
Laboratory studies need to continue to elucidate the formation of low-volatility organics from gas-phase
and particle-phase pathways and from multiphase reactions at interfaces under a range of atmospherically
relevant conditions.

Three types of laboratory systems are commonly used to study SOA formation and provide data on which
SOA formation models can be formulated: (1) the traditional chamber operated as a time-dependent batch
reactor, (2) the chamber operated as a steady state, continuous flow, well-mixed reactor, and (3) the oxidation
flow tube reactor. Limited cross characterization of these systems has been carried out, with respect to
inferred detailed mechanisms and predicted levels of SOA formation [Lambe et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2015].
Focused studies involving a number of research groups at a particular laboratory with an array of instrumen-
tation that is not possible in a single research group show enormous potential benefit [Nguyen et al., 2014b].
Such studies, essentially a “field experiment” carried out under well characterized laboratory conditions,
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could lead to mechanistic insights beyond those achievable in a single laboratory. Such studies will not
replace actual field experiments, but they provide data subject to a degree of control not possible to achieve
in the ambient.

6.1. Determination of Secondary Organic Aerosol (SOA) Yields From Laboratory Chamber Data

SOA formation studies, which are typically conducted in laboratory chambers in the presence of seed parti-
cles, provide fundamental data that can be used to predict the rate of atmospheric SOA formation. An essen-
tial parameter of interest in laboratory chamber studies is the SOAmass yield (Y), which is defined as the ratio
of mass concentration of SOA formed tomass concentration of parent hydrocarbon reacted (ΔHC) , Y=ΔMo/
ΔHC [Odum et al., 1996, 1997a, 1997b]. Measured SOA mass yields can subsequently be applied in atmo-
spheric models to predict OA levels. In order to obtain accurate SOA mass yields from the evolving aerosol
size distribution in chamber experiments, deposition of both particles and vapors to the chamber walls needs
to be accurately accounted for [Crump and Seinfeld, 1981; McMurry and Grosjean, 1985; McMurry and Rader,
1985; Cocker et al., 2001; Kroll et al., 2007; Weitkamp et al., 2007; Pierce et al., 2008; Hildebrandt et al., 2009;
Loza et al., 2010; Matsunaga and Ziemann, 2010; Loza et al., 2012; Kokkola et al., 2014; McVay et al., 2014;
Yeh and Ziemann, 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Yeh and Ziemann, 2015; X. Zhang et al., 2015; La et al., 2016;
Nah et al., 2016b, 2016c; P. Ye et al., 2016].

When accounting for particle wall loss in the computation of SOAmass yields, two limiting assumptions have
traditionally been made regarding interactions between particles deposited on the chamber walls and sus-
pended vapors [Weitkamp et al., 2007; Hildebrandt et al., 2009; Loza et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014]. The first
case assumes that particles deposited on the walls cease to interact with suspended vapors, and therefore,
the SOA mass present on these deposited particles does not change once the particle has deposited [Loza
et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014]. Adding the SOA mass present on these particles once they have deposited
to that present on the suspended particles provides a lower bound of the total SOA mass concentration. In
the second case, it is assumed that particles deposited on the walls continue to interact with suspended
vapors as if they had remained suspended; in this case the SOA mass present on these deposited particles
increases at the same rate as those suspended, providing an upper bound of the total SOA mass concentra-
tion [Weitkamp et al., 2007; Hildebrandt et al., 2009]. The assumption of instantaneous equilibrium between
the vapors and the wall-bound particles is typically made with this method.

Vapor wall deposition mechanisms in chambers are not as well understood as those for particles. Losses of
low-volatility, semivolatility, and intermediate-volatility species to chamber walls during SOA formation
experiments will lead to observed SOA yields to be underestimated. The degree to which SOA-forming
vapors deposit onto chamber walls is governed by the rate at which these organic molecules are transported
to the walls, the strength of adherence of the molecule to the wall, and the extent to which vapor-wall parti-
tioning is reversible [Loza et al., 2010; Matsunaga and Ziemann, 2010; X. Zhang et al., 2015]. Recent studies
show that SOA mass yields measured in chamber experiments can be significantly underestimated due to
wall deposition of SOA-forming vapors that would otherwise contribute to SOA growth [McVay et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2014; La et al., 2016]. Zhang et al. [2014] found that chamber-derived SOA mass yields from
toluene photooxidation may be underestimated by as much as a factor of 4 as a result of vapor wall loss.
Consequently, the use of underestimated chamber-derived SOA mass yields in atmospheric models will lead
to the underprediction of ambient SOA mass concentrations [Cappa et al., 2016]. In Zhang et al. [2014], a
dependence of the aerosol yield on the seed aerosol surface area was observed for experiments conducted
at a particular oxidation rate of toluene. However, the variation of the oxidation rate, as, for example, with a
different organic precursor, was not studied. A key aspect of vapor wall deposition is the potential interplay
between the effect of increasing seed aerosol surface area and the effect of increasing the oxidation rate of
the parent organic.

The extent to which wall deposition of the oxidized vapors affects SOA yields depends on the specific VOC
system [Zhang et al., 2014; Nah et al., 2016b, 2016c]. Nah et al. [2016c] systematically examined the roles of
gas-particle partitioning and VOC oxidation rate in the presence of vapor wall deposition in α-pinene ozono-
lysis. They showed that despite the presence of vapor wall deposition, SOA mass yields at peak SOA growth
remain approximately constant regardless of the seed aerosol surface area. This observation is consistent
with SOA formation in the α-pinene ozonolysis system being governed by quasi-equilibrium growth, for
which there are no substantial limitations to vapor-particle mass transfer.
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In the absence of seed particles, the low volatility of ELVOC makes such molecules especially prone to losses
to chamber walls [Ehn et al., 2014; Kokkola et al., 2014; Roldin et al., 2015; X. Zhang et al., 2015; Krechmer et al.,
2016a]. However, when sufficient seed particles are present, SVOC can actually be more sensitive than ELVOC
to vapor wall losses because a larger fraction of SVOC than ELVOC remains in the gas phase and because the
SVOC can evaporate from the suspended particles in response to wall losses [P. Ye et al., 2016]. For higher
volatility IVOC species (103 μg m�3 ≤ C* ≤ 106 μg m�3 [Robinson et al., 2007]), species at the lower end of that
C* range will still significantly partition to walls, while the more volatile IVOCs will primarily reside in the gas
phase. The limited influence of the walls on the partitioning of the higher volatility IVOC species depends
upon how close the species vapor pressure is to the effective absorbing mass concentration of the walls.
The full impacts of such non-SOA-forming loss pathways of ELVOC, LVOC, and SVOC must be understood
and accounted for in the interpretation of laboratory chamber experiments to allow extrapolation of the
chamber results to the ambient environment.

6.2. Challenges in Understanding and Modeling Paths to SOA Formation

Incorporating understanding achieved in the laboratory into computational models of SOA formation repre-
sents one of our greatest challenges. These challenges include physically realistic multigenerational aging
parameterizations, representing diffusion-controlled and equilibrium growth rates of SOA, oligomer forma-
tion, and effect of loss of vapors and particles in chambers when fitting SOA yield and volatility distributions
to chamber data. Since oxidation of organics results generally in both functionalization and fragmentation
pathways [Chacon-Madrid and Donahue, 2011; Kroll et al., 2011; Lambe et al., 2012], both these types of reac-
tions need to be included in SOA models in more explicit and self-consistent ways, especially for reactions
beyond the initial generation(s) that are captured by chamber experiments. Additionally, the relative roles
of functionalization versus fragmentation will vary with atmospheric conditions such as NO levels, the varia-
bility of which must be captured by models. The product yields in common fixed-yield SOA models, such as
the two-product model, implicitly include the influence of fragmentation in the initial reaction period.
However, because the influence of functionalization and fragmentation is not distinguishable in such models
and because chamber experiments generally do not capture later generation atmospherically relevant aging
time scales, it is difficult to develop appropriate aging schemes in these models. Fragmentation of SOA pre-
cursor VOC and oxidation products can substantially decrease the amount of SOA formed globally
[Shrivastava et al., 2015]. However, the functionalization-fragmentation branching ratio in most SOA systems
is not well constrained and depends on the relative reaction rates involving NOx, HO2, and RO2 radicals [Loza
et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2014]. Better constraints on this branching ratio can be obtained by reformulating SOA
parameterizations to include multigenerational aging so that they inherently include both functionalization
and fragmentation during fitting of smog-chamber measurements. Examples of such models include the sta-
tistical oxidation model or the 2-D-VBS [Donahue et al., 2011; Cappa and Wilson, 2012; Donahue et al., 2012b].
Molecular-level information on radical intermediates and gas- and particle-phase reaction products is critical
to provide realistic constraints on multigenerational aging parameterizations.

The atmospheric relevance of mechanistic pathways of SOA formation discovered in the laboratory needs to
be assessed by carrying out ambient field measurements. For example, comprehensive radical and SOA pre-
cursor measurements, although rare (e.g., measured at the field campaign, Biogenic Aerosols—Effects on
Clouds and Climate (BAECC)), can reveal relationships between precursor types, oxidant chemistry, and
routes of SOA formation.

7. SOA Interaction With Clouds

The effect of OA on radiative forcing is delineated into two categories: (1) the direct radiative effect of
changes in aerosol levels and composition from preindustrial conditions to the present and (2) the effect
of changes in aerosol levels and properties on cloud formation from preindustrial conditions to the present
[Seinfeld et al., 2016]. Quantifying the radiative effect of aerosol changes from preindustrial conditions to the
present on Earth’s cloudiness is considered as one of the most uncertain aspects of global climate predic-
tions. The connection between aerosol and cloud formation lies in the ability of aerosol to function as CCN
and ice nuclei (IN) [Rosenfeld et al., 2014], and recent studies have highlighted the importance of understand-
ing how aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions depend on both natural and anthropogenic aerosol systems
[Z. Li et al., 2016]. Climate models that include chemistry/aerosol contain a computational module in which a
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portion of aerosol is activated to form cloud droplets. The details of each module differ among different cli-
mate models, but a fundamental feature of each module is calculation of the activation of particles that
depends on particle size and composition as well as specified meteorological conditions [Ghan et al.,
2011]. Since a considerable fraction of the mass of global aerosol is organic, the activation of organic-
containing aerosol represents a key component of CCN [Mei et al., 2013b, 2013a; Levin et al., 2014].

7.1. SOA Hygroscopicity

Atmospheric aerosol consists of mixtures of inorganic and organic constituents, the proportions and spatial
distribution of which have changed from preindustrial time to present. Within the relevant size range for acti-
vation, the key aerosol property that impacts cloud microphysics is the propensity of a particle to serve as
CCN and IN. Particle hygroscopicity is often characterized through the dimensionless parameter κ [Petters
and Kreidenweis, 2007; Petters et al., 2016]. The κ parameter is calculated as a volume-weighted hygroscopicity
of the different chemical components constituting the total particle volume. The CCN activity of particles in
the diameter range between 40 and 200 nm is particularly sensitive to particle hygroscopicity (ambient par-
ticles outside of this size range either are too small to activate or often contain sufficient soluble species to
always activate under ambient supersaturations). Growth of ultrafine particles to CCN-active size is thought
to occur in large part due to condensation of organics in many portions of the world [Riipinen et al., 2012].
Thus, it is important that variations in particle composition are considered as a function of size if the full influ-
ence of SOA on clouds is to be quantitatively understood. Since biogenic emissions would have been propor-
tionately more important to global aerosol composition in preindustrial time, and NOx levels would have
been lower, the proportion of organics represented by HOM could have been larger as compared to the
present day.

The hygroscopicity of organics is relatively low as compared to that of sulfate and nitrate. As a result, the
influence of organic hygroscopicity (κorg) on CCN activity depends strongly on organic volume fraction.
Nonetheless, variations in SOA hygroscopicity may have limited influence on the net CCN activity in environ-
ments wherein sulfate and nitrate make up more than ~50% of particle volume [Wang et al., 2008]. However,
in environments where organics represent 80% or more of the particle volume, the calculated CCN concen-
tration can be very sensitive to the organic fraction [Mei et al., 2013b]. Additionally, when the organic fraction
is sufficiently large, surface partitioning of organics in growing droplets may lead to a decrease in the surface
tension, thereby enhancing the effective hygroscopicity [Ruehl et al., 2012, 2016].

With stricter control of sulfur emissions, aerosol organic fraction is likely to increase in the future, and simu-
lated CCN concentration will likely exhibit a stronger dependence on κorg value. Simulated CCN number con-
centrations are predicted to be significantly more sensitive to κorg during preindustrial times than in the
present day due to the much smaller expected sulfate concentrations at that time [Liu and Wang, 2010]. As
the radiative forcing is the difference in radiative fluxes between the preindustrial era and the present day,
this difference in the sensitivity leads to a dependence of simulated aerosol indirect forcing on the assumed
value of κorg [Liu and Wang, 2010]. This highlights the necessity of better understanding κorg and its variation
in the atmosphere.

Laboratory and field studies suggest that organics exhibit a fairly wide distribution of κ values ranging from 0
to 0.3, and κorg can increase substantially during chemical aging in the atmosphere [Jimenez et al., 2009]. One
approach proposed for representing the variation of κorg is parameterization based on the organic oxidation
level (e.g., O:C atomic ratio), which can be measured by AMS [Aiken et al., 2008] and other techniques.
Whereas increasing κorg with increasing oxidation level has been observed in a number of field and labora-
tory studies [Chang et al., 2010; Massoli et al., 2010; Lambe et al., 2011; Mei et al., 2013b, 2013a; Pajunoja et al.,
2015], other studies found no significant correlation between κorg and oxidation level [Frosch et al., 2011;
Cerully et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016]. Further studies of the relationship between κorg and chemical composi-
tion are needed for ambient aerosol from representative OA sources before the variation of κorg can be better
understood and sufficiently represented in climate models.

7.2. SOA Production in Clouds

On average ~70% of the Earth surface is covered by clouds. About 90% of these clouds dissipate leading to
the evaporation of volatile species and to the condensation of lower volatility species [Herrmann et al., 2015].
Water-soluble organic gases like glyoxal, methylglyoxal, glycolaldehyde, acetic acid, epoxides, and possibly
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hydroperoxides are being oxidized to produce lower volatility SOA precursors, e.g., organic acids [Sareen
et al., 2016] and their corresponding salts, oligomers [Zhang et al., 2004; Carlton et al., 2007; Perri et al.,
2009; Y. Liu et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2012; Lim et al., 2013; Reed Harris et al., 2014; Kurtén et al., 2015], and orga-
nosulfates [Blando and Turpin, 2000;Warneck, 2003; Liggio et al., 2005; Sorooshian et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2012;
Boone et al., 2015]. Laboratory studies show that aqueous-phase reactions can produce SOA mainly from car-
bonyl compounds, such as glyoxal and methylglyoxal, creating carboxylic acids such as oxalic acid as the
major oxidation products [Carlton et al., 2007; Altieri et al., 2008; Perri et al., 2009; Ervens and Volkamer,
2010; Ervens et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2012]. Note that those studies were carried out in bulk aqueous solution,
which might not accurately reproduce the kinetics or thermodynamics associated with cloud droplets. There
are relatively few studies that focus on chemistry within actual droplets. For example, the aqueous-phase
oxidation of SO2 by O3 (a major source of sulfate aerosol) was recently investigated in dispersed, warm,
and supercooled populations of droplets [Hoyle et al., 2016]. It was shown that rate constants measured in
bulk solutions can accurately represent the chemistry occurring in dispersed aqueous systems. However,
actual cloud-induced SOA formation in droplets is more complex. Isoprene/NOx photooxidation during
cloud condensation-evaporation cycles was observed to form metastable SOA composed of organics,
nitrate, and ammonium fragments [Brégonzio-Rozier et al., 2016]. Quantitative assessments of SOA yields
formed in clouds, and model predictions, warrant further study and require careful assessments of gas
phase/chamber wall repartitioning after cloud dissipation. In addition, variations in liquid water content of
cloud droplets or aqueous aerosol may also affect partitioning of organic oxidation products [Daumit et al.,
2014]. Furthermore, as a cloud dissipates, the partitioning of soluble gases in cloud droplet residuals is mod-
ified strongly due to salting-in/out effects [Kampf et al., 2013; Topping et al., 2013; Kurtén et al., 2015;Waxman
et al., 2015], and the formation of ammonium salts [Ortiz-Montalvo et al., 2014, 2016], with implications for
SOA volatility and yield. For example, ammonium and pH strongly decrease the volatility and increase the
SOA yield from glyoxal in a single cloud cycle [Ortiz-Montalvo et al., 2014], while no similar effect is observed
for methyl glyoxal [Ortiz-Montalvo et al., 2016]. Further laboratory studies elucidating the molality- and ion-
specific impacts of various salts, pH, on the partitioning and chemistry of IEPOX, ISOPOOH, and other soluble
product gases are needed to improve model representation of aqueous SOA formation in clouds.

While some field studies showed high aqueous SOA production [Lin et al., 2010; Sorooshian et al., 2010; Lee
et al., 2012; Sareen et al., 2016; Sullivan et al., 2016], other field campaigns showed very little change in OA
amounts between cloud droplet residuals and interstitial aerosols (nonactivated) [Zelenyuk et al., 2010;
Shrivastava et al., 2013b]. In contrast, sulfate and nitrate were clearly higher in cloud droplet residuals.
Similarly, analysis of vertical profiles in the southeastern United States under fair weather cumulus condi-
tions also indicated a small and statistically insignificant addition of SOA in clouds [Wagner et al., 2015]. Lee
et al. [2012] found enhancements of AMS-measurable organic mass by up to 30% during the initial stage
of oxidation of cloud water organics, which was followed by a decline at the later stages of oxidation.
These observations are in support of the general hypothesis that cloud water oxidation is a viable
route for SOA formation for water-soluble organic compounds of intermediate volatility (IVOC), such as
cis-pinonic acid, produced via gas-phase oxidation of monoterpenes. Model studies have found mixed
results about the ability to simulate water-soluble organic carbon. Carlton et al. [2008] showed an improve-
ment to predict water-soluble organic carbon in aerosol from aircraft measurements using a simplified
mechanism with a fixed yield of 4% to simulate conversion of glyoxal to aqueous SOA. Global modeling
studies that compared the potential SOA formation from several aqueous SOA formation schemes showed
consistently significant aqueous SOA formation, but none of the current aqueous SOA formationmechanisms
stands out to produce a best fit to observations [Heald et al., 2011; G. Lin et al., 2012]. Future field campaigns
could be planned to focus more directly on assessing the impacts of cloud processing on aqueous-phase
SOA and SOA precursors.

7.3. SOA Impacts on Ice Nucleation

SOA may affect IN formation. Changes in IN concentrations can significantly affect the mixed-phase and ice-
phase microphysical processes and precipitation [Connolly et al., 2006; Pratt et al., 2009; DeMott et al., 2010;
Yun and Penner, 2012; Xie et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2014]. Studies have shown that SOA-coated dust has signifi-
cantly reduced IN abilities [Mohler et al., 2008]. But glassy SOA can serve as effective heterogeneous IN due to
kinetic limitations to water diffusion into SOA particles [Berkemeier et al., 2014]. Modeling work has yet to con-
sider this pathway relating SOA impacts on clouds through changing IN. Future studies could explore the
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SOA impacts on IN through their impacts on coating dust and increased IN effectiveness of semisolid (glassy)
SOA. More measurements of IN concentrations together with detailed SOA precursor and SOA composition
measurements are needed to improve our understanding of the role of SOA in ice nucleation, both in the
laboratory and the field. A large uncertainty in aerosol-cloud interactions may well be associated with the
ice nucleation parameterization and its SOA properties.

8. Optical Properties of SOA and Direct Radiative Forcing

SOA interfere with propagation of solar and terrestrial radiation by direct scattering and absorption of light.
Inherent to the complexity of SOA chemical composition as driven by variability of VOC precursors, formation
mechanisms, and aging processes, the optical properties of SOA are not consistently described by a single set
of optical constants [Moise et al., 2015]. As a result, assessment of the SOA direct radiative forcing (RFSOA) by
different climate models has low confidence, to the point that both sign andmagnitude of RFSOA are not well
understood. The Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change estimates
values of the annual mean top of the atmosphere radiative forcing in a range of �0.27 to +0.20 W m�2

[Boucher et al., 2013]. Some of this estimated variability is likely due to differences in representation of global
SOA life cycle processes in different models [Tsigaridis et al., 2014]. As described in this work, the uncertainty
in estimates of the radiative forcing from aerosol-radiation interactions may be even larger than such studies
suggest due to inadequate representation of SOA processes and properties in current climate models.
However, another less explored uncertainty in the estimation of aerosol-radiation interactions is the under-
standing of the optical properties of SOA, i.e., scattering and absorbing components.

Most global climate models represent OA as nearly “white” particles with a very small absorbing component
[Hoyle et al., 2009; Spracklen et al., 2011; Myhre et al., 2013]. Scattering by particles has a cooling effect on cli-
mate, whereas light absorption by particles has a warming influence. Results of the AeroCom intercompari-
son study between 16 global aerosol models report mean value of RFSOA = �0.08 W m�2, with the highest
cooling estimate of �0.4 W m�2 [Myhre et al., 2013]. Thus, such estimates suggest that scattering dominates
the direct climate effects of SOA. However, certain types of SOA can also be light absorbing. Absorbing SOA is
part of the broad class of absorbing OA that is commonly referred to as atmospheric “brown carbon” (BrC).
The distinguishing feature of BrC is that its absorption exhibits a much stronger wavelength dependence
compared to absorption by black carbon (BC), with the absorptivity increasing sharply with decreasing wave-
length [Andreae and Gelencser, 2006; P. F. Liu et al., 2013; Laskin et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Moise et al., 2015].
Aerosol absorptivity is often characterized by the mass absorption coefficient (MAC), which describes the
absorptivity per unity mass. The absorptivity of SOA relative to that of BC varies with wavelength, due to their
differing wavelength dependencies. At longer wavelengths the absorptivity of SOA is typically thought to be
much weaker than that of BC, but as wavelength decreases the absorptivity of BrC can be comparable to BC
[Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Moise et al., 2015]. Since the atmospheric burden of SOA is expected to be much
larger than that of BC [Shrivastava et al., 2015], and because BrC can absorb so strongly at short wavelengths,
absorption by SOA is potentially important. For example, radiation closure studies suggest that BrC light
absorption can add about 40% to the light absorption of BC in Mexico City [Barnard et al., 2008]. The relative
importance of SOA as a source of BrC versus primary OA is not fully established yet is important to understand
the spatial distribution and variability in BrC absorption.

The wavelength-specific absorptivity of SOA depends on the precursor VOC and the formation pathway and
thus varies by geographic location [X. L. Zhang et al., 2011]. For example, some SOA, such as that formed from
reaction between α-pinene and OH, is largely not absorbing (MAC405nm < 0.02 m2 g�1), while other SOA,
such as that formed from toluene +OH/NOx, is absorbing with MAC405nm ~0.4 m2 g�1) [Lin et al., 2015].
The absorptivity of SOA can be additionally influenced by reactions with species such as ammonia, which
tends to increase the MAC [Updyke et al., 2012]. Further, the dynamic evolution of SOA during its atmospheric
aging may either enhance or inhibit light-absorption properties and therefore brings additional complexity
for modeling efforts. For example, sunlight may photobleach and decompose certain types of the light-
absorbing components in SOA [Sareen et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014; Forrister et al., 2015; Hinks et al., 2016], while
other light absorbers may be formed through oligomerization multiphase chemistry of nonabsorbing
components of SOA [Zhao et al., 2015; Hinks et al., 2016]. The evaporation of water from aerosol and cloud
droplets may result in enhanced formation of light-absorbing oligomeric compounds, while water uptake
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promotes their hydrolysis and impedes light absorption [Nguyen et al., 2012b; Zarzana et al., 2012; Lee et al.,
2013]. Furthermore, specific light-absorbers such as imidazoles act as photosensitizers and promote alterna-
tive mechanisms of SOA formation and aging [Aregahegn et al., 2013; Rossignol et al., 2014] that further alter
the optical properties of SOA [Yu et al., 2014; George et al., 2015]. In addition, certain components of brown
carbon aerosol can also be a source of radicals that can modify OA sources and sinks [González Palacios
et al., 2016]. Given the myriad processes that can influence and transform SOA absorptivity, accurate inclu-
sion of SOA absorption in models is challenging.

Additionally, it is important to consider the SOA absorption in the context of absorption by other OA types. In
particular, biomass burning has been reported to be an important source of BrC in the atmosphere [Lack et al.,
2012; Feng et al., 2013; Washenfelder et al., 2015]. The absorptivity of primary biomass burning OA (BBOA) is
thought to be generally larger than that of SOA, with some estimates of the MAC405nm for fresh BBOA ~0.5–
1m2 g�1, depending on the source [Chakrabarty et al., 2010; Lack et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2016]. However, the
absorptivity of BBOA may be especially susceptible to degradation in the atmosphere [Forrister et al., 2015].
Thus, understanding the relative importance of SOA absorption requires better understanding and appropri-
ate model representation of the processes that transform OA in the atmosphere.

Despite the challenges in understanding the full lifecycle of absorption by OA, in general, and SOA in parti-
cular, there have been a few recent climate modeling studies that have examined the potential importance of
BrC (SOA + POA) on the radiation balance in certain geographic areas [Chung et al., 2012; Feng et al., 2013;
G. Lin et al., 2014; X. Wang et al., 2014]. Thesemodeling studies are complemented by studies that utilize regio-
nal aerosol optical depth measurements [Arola et al., 2011; Bahadur et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013, 2016] and
satellite-based observations [Jethva and Torres, 2011] to estimate BrC contributions to the global absorption.
The overall magnitude of BrC contribution to radiative forcing on Earth is estimated at the level of 0.1–
0.25 Wm�2, while regional effects are substantially higher [Feng et al., 2013]. The warming effect over regions
affected by the light-absorbing OA from biomass burning and anthropogenic emissions is comparable to the
estimated SOA cooling. However, the cumulative wavelength-specific results of both light-scattering and
light-absorbing effects are ambiguous, inherent to complexity and variability of particle composition.

Overall, the complexity of chemistry and aging processes described above suggests that absorptive proper-
ties of brown carbon aerosol need to be constrained as a function of atmospheric aging parameters within
climate models. Recent measurements, both laboratory and field based, provide guidance, but the under-
standing of BrC remains generally inadequate. While initial phenomenological knowledge in these areas
has been accumulated over the last decade, more studies are needed to quantify and parameterize optical
properties of SOA specific to aerosol source, chemical composition, and aging processes.

In addition to the optical properties, several other processes described in this article may impact our under-
standing of global climate forcing by SOA. The following section qualitatively discusses the implications of
processes, described in this article.

9. Implications for Global Climate Forcing

This review selectively emphasizes results from measurements and theory over the past decade that have
advanced an understanding of new processes governing the formation and evolution of SOA particles.
Due to computational burden, global climate models often use SOA treatments that do not account for
recently discovered SOA pathways. However, as our understanding continues to evolve, a comprehensive
inclusion of all relevant processes is necessary, since several of these processes may have nonlinear and/or
competing effects on SOA formation and its atmospheric lifecycle.

More than a decade ago, Chung and Seinfeld [2002] suggested that only hydrocarbons of biogenic origin con-
tributed significantly to SOA formation based on measured aerosol yield parameters, reaction rate constants,
and estimated global emissions. Using a top-down approach, Hallquist et al. [2009] estimated a global
biogenic SOA source of 88 Tg C yr�1. Even today, the dominant SOA type in most global climate models is
suggested to be of predominantly biogenic origin [Chung and Seinfeld, 2002; Heald et al., 2011; Scott et al.,
2014; Tsigaridis et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2016]. Annual global source of biogenic SOA in several recent global
models ranges 13–40 Tg yr�1 [Heald et al., 2011; Spracklen et al., 2011; D’Andrea et al., 2013; Scott et al.,
2014; Shrivastava et al., 2015]. Hodzic et al. [2016] recently estimated that global biogenic SOA source
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increased from 21.5 to 99.3 Tg yr�1 when wall losses of vapors were included during fitting of SOA yields.
Consistentwith variation in SOApredicted bydifferent globalmodels, estimates of direct and indirect radiative
forcing attributed to SOA vary widely in the literature. In AeroCom Phase II model experiments, the estimated
direct radiative forcing from SOA calculated as a difference between present-day and preindustrial conditions
ranged�0.01 to�0.21 Wm�2 (median�0.02 and mean�0.06) [Myhre et al., 2013]. Recently, Spracklen et al.
estimated that anthropogenically controlled SOA results in a direct radiative forcing of �0.26 W m�2 and an
indirect (cloud albedo) forcing of�0.6Wm�2. Another study estimated that both direct and indirect radiative
forcing of SOA can each be as large as�0.77 W m�2 [Scott et al., 2014].

However, climate forcing due to biogenic SOA could be different from what most models are calculating now
because of nonlinear SOA processes that are not currently included in these models. For example, climate
forcing estimates could change when the influence of anthropogenic species such as sulfur and nitrogen oxi-
des on biogenic SOA formation pathways is included in models (as described in this study). This study also
highlights that the effects of NOx and SO2 on biogenic SOA are more complex than their representation in
recent atmospheric chemistry models [e.g., Marais et al., 2016] and need to be reevaluated as new under-
standing emerges. In addition, the role of biomass burning SOA is uncertain as described in section 5. Both
biogenic and biomass burning SOA affect the background aerosol state in present-day and preindustrial con-
ditions. Background aerosol state strongly affects calculations of climate forcing, since natural aerosol state
acts as a baseline on which anthropogenic aerosol forcing is calculated [Carslaw et al., 2013]. Therefore, it
is essential to accurately represent the processes that affect the background aerosol state in global models.

Fundamental physical properties of SOA such as volatility and viscosity govern their formation, evolution, and
lifetime. These properties can evolve in the atmosphere as a function of atmospheric aging and environmen-
tal conditions (e.g., effect of relative humidity on particle-phase diffusivity). While several models have
included gas-phase chemistry of SOA precursors to varying degrees [Tsigaridis et al., 2014], the role of
particle-phase processes can be fairly rapid [Cappa and Wilson, 2011; Kolesar et al., 2015a] and could greatly
impact total SOA loadings and lifetimes [Shrivastava et al., 2015]. For example, Shrivastava et al. [2015]
demonstrated that rapid decreases in SOA volatility due to particle-phase oligomerization increased the
direct radiative forcing of SOA from �0.26 W m�2 to �0.5 W m�2. The viscosity of particles affects kinetic
limitations for mass transport of species within the particle bulk and in turn affects growth rate and size evo-
lution of SOA. However, viscosity can affect uptake of gas-phase organic species on particles to varying
degrees in the atmosphere as a function of atmospheric aging of SOA, temperature, and relative humidity.
The implications of variations in both volatility and viscosity of SOA on global climate forcing need to
be investigated.

Formation of highly oxidized compounds (contributing greatly to ELVOC concentrations) in the gas phase
has been recently shown to increase nucleation and the growth rates of freshly nucleated particles [Kirkby
et al., 2016; Trostl et al., 2016]. The addition of these ELVOC compounds to global models increase predicted
CCN concentrations, but this effect may be minor under present-day conditions or limited to regions rich in
BVOC emissions [Jokinen et al., 2015]. The minor impact of ELVOC on CCN could be due to compensating
effects. Thus, on one hand new particle formation and the growth rate of ultrafine particles increase due
to ELVOC; on the other hand, these new particles can coagulate faster and also act as increased condensa-
tional sink for ELVOC. These compensating effects are referred to as “microphysical dampening” in the litera-
ture and are responsible for a modest (<10 times) increase in CCN, although the nucleation (and early
growth) rates increase by orders of magnitude (~1000 times) [D’Andrea et al., 2013; Pierce et al., 2013;
Westervelt et al., 2014]. We note that the role of ELVOC on the difference between present-day and preindus-
trial conditions is yet to be investigated, but this will also depend on better representation of other processes,
e.g., role of NOx within climate models.

In contrast to HOM, which according to experimental evidence are generated rapidly (within seconds to
minutes) [Ehn et al., 2014; Jokinen et al., 2015], gas-phase multigenerational chemistry could be a constant
source of low-volatility and semivolatile organic compounds. These compounds formed through multiple
reactions with oxidants could represent a constant atmospheric source of SOA at much longer time scales
(approximately days) and are responsible for the condensational growth of particles from nucleation clusters
to CCN sizes. The magnitude of the microphysical dampening effects may differ between ELVOC (that are
quickly generated and condense) and SVOC that are formed in the atmosphere over longer periods
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[Pierce et al., 2011]. The budgets of SVOC and ELVOC between present-day and preindustrial conditions
could also be different due to several aspects such as differing oxidant regimes, role of anthropogenic
species such as sulfur and NOx on SOA formation (e.g., IEPOX-SOA pathway), as discussed in this work.
We also note that compared to biogenic SOA, fewer global models include biomass burning and anthro-
pogenic SOA sources [e.g., Shrivastava et al., 2015]. Biomass burning SOA sources are not well constrained
and can have large variability between individual fires/sources [Cubison et al., 2011; Ortega et al., 2013; Jathar
et al., 2014].

Although a limited number of studies have included some representation of SOA processes (e.g., IEPOX-SOA,
effect of rapid oligomerization, effects of wall loss on SOA yields, effects of ELVOC on CCN, biomass burning
SOA, and aqueous-phase SOA formation), future studies need to investigate the implications of all these pro-
cesses on climate forcing holistically. Physically and chemically realistic representations of all SOA relevant
processes are needed to understand which of these processes are most influential in terms of climate forcing
of SOA. In addition, there may be nonlinear interactions among these processes wherein some processes can
either be synergistic or act to compensate each other.

10. Conclusions

SOA represent complex aerosol systems. Significant advances in understanding of SOA formation and prop-
erties have occurred over the past decade, but substantial gaps remain, presenting challenges for accurate
characterization of SOA’s role in climate.

A better understanding of SOA formation mechanisms and physical properties is needed to improve esti-
mates of the extent to which anthropogenic emissions and land use changes have modified global OA con-
centrations and size distributions since preindustrial times. A major unifying goal is to determine the net
radiative forcing of SOA from anthropogenic activities more reliably and reduce one of the factors that can
complicate estimates of the climate response to changing greenhouse gas concentrations (i.e., the climate
sensitivity). Ultimately, climate models need to capture enough important features of the chemical and
dynamic evolution of SOA, both in terms of aerosol number and aerosol mass, as a function of atmospheric
variables and anthropogenic perturbations to reasonably predict the spatial and temporal distributions of
SOA. This study identifies a number of process-level mechanisms related to the interactions between anthro-
pogenic and biogenic SOA precursors, for which the corresponding impacts on the radiative effects of SOA
need to be investigated in atmospheric chemistry-climate models.

During the past decade, significant progress has been made in understanding the processes through which
anthropogenic emissions affect biogenic SOA formation. Gas-phase oxidation of isoprene, the most preva-
lent VOC, to produce SOA, and its dependence on sulfate, NOx level, relative humidity, and temperature is
a major area of importance. IEPOX chemistry, particle-phase oligomerization, and potential diffusion limita-
tions in particles are frequently missing in atmospheric models, though a varying degree of understanding
of these factors does exist.

Particle-phase processes, such as oligomerization, act to decrease the overall volatility of the aerosol and
increase its viscosity. Molecular speciation of gas and particle phases provides bottom-up information on
reaction mechanisms and volatility, and the evolution of particle size distributions provides top-down
insights on growth mechanisms and particle properties.

The SOA-forming potential of a VOC is determined through chamber studies and represented by the
experimentally measured SOA yield. Models of the SOA formation of a particular VOC have traditionally
been fit to the experimental data assuming instantaneous equilibrium of semivolatile species between
the gas phase and particle phase without explicit consideration of the influence of other processes (e.g.,
oligomerization) or properties (e.g., viscosity). Recent discovery of the semisolid nature of a number of
SOA systems and heterogeneous oligomer formation has caused a reconsideration of how the traditional
gas-particle equilibrium model is applied to SOA systems. Recently, transient diffusion-reaction models
have been developed that account for finite times for accommodation of vapors into growing particle.
These finite mass transfer rates of SOA precursor species are reflected, for example, in the size distribution
of the evolving SOA. The atmospheric applicability of these transient diffusion-reaction models awaits a
better understanding of how diffusion limitations and/or reactive uptake kinetics vary for a range of
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SOA systems under different atmospherically relevant conditions at varying temperature, relative humidity,
aerosol acidity, and water content.

While it is known that SOA particle becomes less viscous with increasing RH, most of these high-RH measure-
ments have been made at room temperature. In the atmosphere, higher RH occurs close to the top of the
boundary layer, where lower temperature favors increase in particle viscosity and the resulting diffusion lim-
itations. Further studies aimed at measuring the diffusion limitations within SOA particles at low temperature
and high-RH conditions are needed for a range of different SOA precursors and regimes. Transient diffusion-
reaction models will be valuable to interpret volatility distributions of SOA particles corresponding to labora-
tory measurements, which are conducted at controlled conditions.

Importantly, since the volatility distributions used in some modeling parameterizations to define the lumped
properties of the SOA precursors are operationally determined from chamber experiments and depend on
assumptions about other SOA properties—e.g., low viscosity and processes such as wall losses—they are,
in fact, “theory-specific volatility distributions.” Combining the molecular information of gas- and particle-
phase composition with the size distribution dynamics could help constrain both the volatility distribution
of SOA precursor organics and the dominant growth mechanisms.

Biomass burning is a globally important source of OA. But different field studies vary in terms of SOA-forming
potential in biomass burning plumes. Similarly, global modeling studies on role of SOA from biomass burning
vary substantially. Further research is needed to constrain this important source of SOA.

Also, since even a small refractive index for absorption can significantly influence absorption by SOA (as
described in section 8), parameterization of brown carbon properties in SOAmodels will need to be revisited.
More field and laboratory studies are needed to provide sufficient observations and fundamental scientific
knowledge for development and constraining future models.

In summary, molecular-level interactions between anthropogenic and biogenic SOA precursor species, oligo-
merization, heterogeneous oxidation, organic salt formation, effects of losses of SOA precursors on chamber
walls, mass transfer limitations in particles, and aqueous-phase chemistry in both aerosols and cloud droplets
could have large and nonlinear effects on the formation, lifetime, composition, and atmospheric evolution of
particles. A frequently asked question is the following: Do we need to represent the great complexity of SOA
in climate models that are already computationally expensive? These nonlinear processes imply that cur-
rently simplified SOA representations in global climate models most likely do not accurately reflect either
the climate forcing of SOA or our ability to project future sensitivity to greenhouse gases. Measurements
and modeling studies need to determine the most influential processes and investigate how they impact
our understanding of climate forcing including aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions. In some
cases, model-ready parameterizations exist (e.g., role of IEPOX chemistry on SOA) and could be used to assess
the sensitivity of SOA distributions to these parameterizations, while other cases (e.g., diffusion limitations
within particles) likely require more refined fundamental process-level understanding. Therefore, it remains
important to continue improving the experimental constraints on as many relevant processes as are likely
to go into models and that both bottom-up and top-down constraints are applied.

Glossary of Acronyms

AMS Aerosol Mass Spectrometer
ASR Atmospheric Systems Research Program

AVOC Anthropogenic Volatile Organic Compounds
BAECC Biogenic Aerosols—Effects on Clouds and Climate

BB Biomass Burning
BBOA Biomass Burning Organic Aerosol
BrC Brown Carbon

BVOC Biogenic Volatile Organic Compounds
CCN Cloud Condensation Nuclei
CIMS Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer
DOE U.S. Department of Energy
DOP Dioctyl Phthalate
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DOS Dioctyl Sebacate
ELVOC Extremely Low-Volatility organic compounds
ERFaci Effective Radiative Forcing due to Aerosol-Cloud Interactions
ERFari Effective Radiative Forcing due to Aerosol-Radiation Interactions

FIGAERO Filter Inlet for Gases and Aerosols
HOM Highly Oxygenated Organic Molecules

HPALD Hydroperoxyaldehyde
HR-ToF-CIMS High-Resolution, time-of-flight Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer

IEPOX Isoprene Epoxydiols
IN Ice Nuclei

ISOPOOH Isoprene Hydroxyl Hydroperoxides
IVOC Intermediate Volatility Organic Compounds

KM-GAP A detailed Multilayer Kinetic Flux Model
LVSOA Low-Volatility Secondary Organic Aerosol
MAC Mass Absorption Coefficient

MACR Methacrolein
MOSAIC Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry
MPAN Peroxy Methacryloyl Nitrate
MVK MethylVinyl ketone

NMOC Nonmethane Organic Compound
NVSOA Effectively Nonvolatile Secondary Organic Aerosol

OA Organic Aerosol
PAHs Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
PMF Positive Matrix Factorization
PNNL Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
POA Primary Organic Aerosol
RH Relative Humidity

SIVOC Semivolatile and Intermediate-Volatility Organic Compounds
SOA Secondary Organic Aerosol

SVOC Semivolatile Organic Compounds
SVSOA Semivolatile Secondary Organic Aerosol
SV-TAG Semivolatile Thermal Desorption Aerosol Gas Chromatograph
TD-AMS Thermal Denuder-Aerosol Mass Spectrometer

VFR Volume Fraction Remaining
VBS Volatility Basis Set
VOC Volatile Organic Compounds
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